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Part One 

Xander looked around the yard, everything seemed to be 
put away, neat and tidy. Although it was only lunch time 
he hated coming back to a unsorted mess in the yard. He 
laughed, grinning silently to himself, none of his old 
friends would ever have thought of him as organized and 
neat. Still smiling to himself, he primed the pump several 
times and quickly washed up. Stripping off his shirt he 
palmed water over his face, chest and ran his hands 
through his hair. Finally taking a dipper of water for a 
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long cool drink. Wood carving was thirsty business, 
especially inland in southern California, an hours drive 
from LA, close to people he use to know and love but far 
enough away to never chance 'accidently' running into 
any of his old acquaintances. Taking a final sip from the 
dipper he poured the rest of the water down his back. 
Shivering when a spare breeze hit his body, feeling 
chilled after being so over-heated.  
 
Water ran down his face and under his eye patch 
something that would wind-up causing him to itch later if 
he didn't dry it out. Xander sighed as he pulled off the 
hated patch and placed it down near his goggles. He used 
his shirt dry off the empty socket and then roughly 
toweled off his body. He pulled off the leather strap he 
used to try to tame his mane of hair, shaking out his too 
long hair, hair that he simply hadn't taken the time or 
energy to cut. It didn't matter to him how long it grew 
and there was no one else who cared. He hadn't been 
interested or bothered to look for anyone to get close to 
him. He was pretty sure, that he wouldn't be close or 
want to live with anyone the rest of his life. He couldn't 
bear to lose anyone ever again. Just his work friends and 
they didn't care about his hair as long as it was tied back 
and away from any machinery. Xander had no idea that 
more than one person; both fellow employees and 



customers found him more than attractive, the only thing 
he saw was his empty socket and sagging body. If he had 
paid any attention to things he would have notice the 
sagging body had disappeared and in its place a strong, 
muscular body had appeared. Constant hard work, lifting, 
moving equipment, furniture and the fancy carvings he 
did, as well as, a diet free from eating junk had 
remodeled his body. A hard, muscular body with a flat 
abdomen had taken it's place.  
 
One corner of his mouth still tilted upward in a smile as 
he joined his fellow employees, really almost family for 
lunch. A lunch they insisted he joined in. As always he 
had to concentrate to translate - soft and rapid Spanish 
going on around him. He had spoken a small amount 
Spanish growing up, because, let's face it in southern 
California it could only be useful. His understanding (if 
they spoke slowly, clearly enough and didn't speak all at 
once) was surprising fluent. His speaking voice and 
sentence structure still sucked, and caused his friends to 
laugh but it was teasing and usually accompanied by 
gently correcting his speech. Each day he learned a little 
more. He often wondered if with his dark hair, eyes and 
deeply tanned skin if people thought he was as Spanish 
as his friends. He wouldn't mind if they did, it made him 
more acceptable in his neighborhood. If he had taken any 



notice of himself he would have seen that his hair had 
bleached out from the sun to a lighter brown especially 
around his face and this his eye in his dark face were 
more golden hazel when contrasted with his black patch 
than the deep brown or black eyes of his friends. Just 
another facet of his attractiveness that he failed to 
acknowledge or see in the mirror.  
 
There had been a time (most of his short life) that he 
could have used money and a solid job. Now after 
everything was gone and Sunnydale was an empty crater, 
many of his friends and all of his family gone. Now he 
was wildly (and accidently) successful. His days filled with 
work he loved, people he worked with who respected 
him and a pseudo-family that had adopted him despite 
his best attempts to resist.  
 
After Sunnydale (his life was marked by many before's 
and after's) he had briefly spent time with the refugees in 
LA at Angel's Hyperion Hotel, but simply couldn't get 
enthused about continuing on and saving the world, he'd 
had enough of saving everyone else. He had given so 
much of himself to everyone, that he wasn't even sure 
who was anymore. It was time, past time, to save 
himself.  
 



Once the insurance money had come through he had 
simply left. Oh, not without telling the others, but not 
listening to them or letting them sway him from his 
decision. He knew he might be sucked back in their three 
ring circus eventually but for now, this time, this place, 
was for him - about him. He had rented a cheap, no frills 
place. He only wanted a safe place to sleep, with a warm 
bed, a hot plate to cook on, a desk to work on and a 
clean bathroom. His mornings had consisted of rising 
with the dawn, walking down to the fruit stand for his 
breakfast sipping a cup of coffee on the way. Each dawn 
different and beautiful in it own way. He always got more 
fruit than he needed, there were many homeless in the 
area and he gave away more that half of what he bought. 
It always shocked and sadden him that most the 
homeless were young, kids, some of them children really. 
Some runaway, some kicked out of their home - most 
scared and friendless. He could at least share the 
abundant fresh fruit he bought. If it was in season he 
tried it no matter how bizarre some the fruit seemed. He 
never quite got the hang of eating pomegranates, but 
they certain made a colorful mess. At home he would 
drink another cup of coffee, each day slowly using less 
and less cream and sugar. He was aware of his junk food 
habits and determined to change them. So now it is black 
coffee and fruit or yogurt in the morning instead of a 



little coffee with his cream, with super-sweet cereals or 
donuts. The walk, talking with his neighbors and sharing 
made him feel good.  
 
He ate lunch late around three o'clock consisting of soup 
or salad, chicken breast , tuna or cut-up pieces of ham or 
roast beef added to the salad. Sometimes with fruit but 
mostly with fresh vegetables. No more junk, no more 
Twinkies or Ho-Ho's for him. Late at night he would have 
a cup milk with sherbert or ice cream. Always using a 
small bowel instead of standing in front of the frig and 
eating out the container. An amazingly hard habit to 
break. There were no cola's or sugary drinks in the small 
refrigerator instead there was juice, milk, and mineral 
water. He still hated regular water but enjoyed mixing 
fruit juice with sparkling water.  
 
Each day he read the newspaper cover to cover, skipping 
through the headlines on some sections but always 
reading about the business's for sale. He never wanted to 
work for anyone again, he wanted to be independent, 
but he wasn't sure what he wanted to do. He was waiting 
for a lightening idea to strike. It was this way that he 
found a hand-made furniture business for sale. 'Diaz and 
Son's Furniture'. So after his morning constitutional 
(thank-you Giles), he drove down to the small town it 



was located in. He had bought a small beat-up truck that 
looked like hell, worthless almost but had started with 
the first turn of the key, accelerated without effort, ran 
quietly and had passed his neighbor's inspection (his 
neighbor being a certified auto mechanic). It was also 
cheap but all he needed, he no long did things to impress 
others, but only to make himself happy.  
 
The shop was in the middle of an industrial 
neighborhood. The shop itself was four different 
attached buildings built in a square with a large open but 
enclosed yard. It almost looked like old stable, sturdy and 
utilitarian built for work, not looks. The buildings were 
old, but neat and obviously well cared for. The front 
building used for sales and showing their wares. The was 
a second floor in this building. Perhaps for more offices. 
He watched an older gentleman as he took an order on 
the phone, while he inspected and approved of the 
furniture he was seeing. It was sturdy useful furniture, 
well built and with classic lines that would never go out 
of style. But none of the furniture or kick-knack items 
displayed any of the intricate carvings or personal details 
that he loved to work with. Details that had once turned 
furniture into works of art under his hands. He missed 
the touch of wood, changing it from a rough splintery 
surface to a smooth, curved surface that invited touch. 



He missed the smell of wood shaving, turpentine, lemon, 
orange and beeswax. Although he thought ruefully he 
didn't miss the cuts and splinters in his skin, the oily, tin 
smell of the machinery, or the noise that made his ears 
ring for hours after he was done working. Still the end 
result was worth it.  
 
After the older man was done with his call, he cheerfully 
looked up and with a slightly accented voice he 
apologized for making Xander wait and asked if needed 
any help. He didn't push, he didn't speak of sales or offer 
any deals. He just smiled and let Xander know he was 
available. Xander highly approved, anyone who drove 
out to this location was obviously knew what they were 
looking for and he hated pushy sales people. Xander 
approached the desk and explained that he was 
interested in buying the shop, but wanted to look 
around. The man looked him over carefully, then 
apparently seeing something he liked offered Xander his 
hand.  
 
"I'm Mario Diaz, let me show you around." he warmly yet 
gently shook Xander's hand.  
 
"Xander - Xander Harris," Xander shook his hand gently 
back, having noticed the twisted fingers and swollen 



joints of the Mr. Diaz hands. This explained why he was 
selling the business. His hands obviously hurt. He did 
wonder though about the 'Son's', and if they were still 
involved in the business. 
 
Mr. Diaz moved with a slow pace, leading Xander from 
building to building. He explained that this had been a 
family business. With a gesture from his hands, he 
explained he could no longer do the fine detail he loved. 
He was sad, but quietly full of pride as he showed Xander 
a few of his pieces that he had refused to sell. They were 
pieces that he kept for his own personal use in his office. 
The desk, table, file cabinets, bookcase, mirror and the 
picture frames were rich with type of detail Xander 
loved. Carved from fruitwood the three dimensional ivy, 
dragonflies and flowers exploded across any surface that 
didn't need to be smooth. Glass protected the carving 
inlaid on the tables. Mr. Diaz's face lit-up as he took in 
Xander's delight in his work. It took an artist to truly 
appreciate another artist's work.  
 
The next building was for roughing out and smoothing 
the wood, a young copy of Mr. Diaz was working on what 
was going to be a desk. In the third building splintered 
rough edges were being sanded and buffed out. The 
pieces were then being both glued and toggled together 



(an old fashion way of construction), more solid and 
sturdy than the modern bolt's, nuts and nails. The far 
corner seem neglected, but Xander could see the fine 
chisels and equipment needed for detail work. The near 
part of building was being used to clean off the chips, 
shaving and sawdust. The fourth building was 
malodorous with smell of wood varnish and turpentine. 
The center section used for drying and the far corner was 
being used to give a final rubdown to the finish with 
lemon oil and beeswax. A second even younger copy of 
Mr. Diaz worked there. Xander was delighted with the 
entire set-up it was neat, clean and efficient. 
 
"Mr. Diaz", asked Xander once they were away from all 
the noise. "Why are you selling? And what about your 
sons, how do they feel about you selling the business?" 
 
"My sons, they don't mind work, they work hard and are 
good, reliable employees but they can only follow 
blueprints, they have no desire to really create, nor are 
they able to find beauty in a piece of wood. I would like 
someone who knows, someone who understands this to 
take over the business, but leave room for my son's to 
work. I've been looking for a while, I'm not in any rush, I 
don't have to sell it today or tomorrow. But someday 
when it's right, I will sell all of this."  



 
Xander sighed and gestured toward his eye, "No one will 
hire me and let me work, I'm too much of a risk, a liability 
they tell me." "I don't like selling, I love wood, but it's the 
fine details the creating that I love, so I don't like 
spending much time roughing out or assembling." Xander 
opened up the portfolio he'd brought with him and show 
the elder Mr. Diaz his favorite pieces. An ornate weapons 
chest for Buffy - carved with representations of bats, 
demons and monsters. An oval mirror with a dragon 
curved to hold the oval glass in place for Willow. A 
mortar bowl with flowers on etched along with base with 
a pestle for Tara. For Giles a bookcase with enclosed 
glass, each edge carved with demon writing in a 
protection spell that only Giles and he knew the meaning 
of, for books both precious and dangerous. A guitar inlaid 
with different colored woods and mother-of-pearl for Oz. 
All done by his hands, slowly and with many failures he 
had built-up his skills wanting to give something special 
to his friends.  
 
"What would you do with this place, what do you want 
Xander?" Mr. Diaz asked.  
 
"I would like to buy your business, but keep all of your 
family on, working as you have always worked but adding 



some of my own pieces, maybe some to be mass 
produced or copied but mostly one of a kind." "My 
dream." said Xander, shying, thinking that his work 
would never be able to compare with Mr. Diaz's beautiful 
pieces.  
 
"You have a home, a family?" Mr. Diaz asked gently.  
 
"Not now, I mean it was time for me to be on my own." 
replied Xander.  
 
Mr. Diaz looked at the young-man. "Let me show you up-
stairs." Xander followed him up a wide stair case that 
lead off the office. The second floor was basically a small 
drawing studio / apartment. There were wide windows 
and a skylight, making the most of natural lighting. A 
double bed was covered by a rough blanket. In one 
corner an old claw footed tub, surrounded by a oval 
shower rod with shower curtain open to show a clean, 
sparkling tub. A round pedestal sink stood near the tub. 
The opposite corner held a small kitchenette with two 
burners, a single sink and small refrigerator. The only 
thing missing was a microwave, something easily 
purchased. The room was clean but obviously not 
currently in use. "This is where I lived with my wife, 
before I had children." Mr. Diaz looked around fondly. He 



led Xander down the stairs again, carefully one foot at a 
time. Then opened what seemed to be a closet, 
disclosing a washer/dryer combo. Wow, this set-up really 
had everything he needed.  
 
"This is your's, now if you want it. If you can pay what I'm 
asking?"  
 
Xander thought for a moment, he could pay it. He would 
still have half the insurance money even after buying this 
place and he would have a place to stay, so he wouldn't 
have to pay for a room anymore. Looking back at Mr. 
Diaz, Xander gave a happy smile, "I think I'm home."  
 
A handshake and bank check later and it was done. 
Xander was now the proud owner of his own business, 
with experienced help that could do everything he 
couldn't. It took some coaxing but Mr. Diaz agreed to let 
him continue to use his name and to man the office and 
books. Things Xander hated but was willing to learn 
under Mr. Diaz's patience tutelage. He and his sons were 
happy with the salary they'd agreed on and so it began.  

 
 
 



 
 

Part Two 

Xander had finished his lunch with the rest of his crew. 
His crew now consisted not only of Mr. Diaz and his sons 
Mario Jr and Jose, but also Xavier and Marcus. Xander 
with no intention on his part, had found that his business 
had grown further and faster than he could imagine. Part 
of this was his one of a kind furniture business. He 
refused to be dictated into making pieces with other 
people design's. Instead he went out to his client's 
homes and listened to them. Making sure each piece was 
individual for them. He especially loved it when his 
customers were children. Spending time listening to their 
dreams, asking about their favorite books, comics and 
movies. What were their favorite colors. All these factors 
went into making each piece of furniture. He would also 
ask if it would be carefully tended, or make sure the 
furniture would hold up under playing, bouncing and 
active kids. Several of his customers had requested 
furniture that would grow with the child. From infant to 
toddler to adolescents to teens then adult. One of his 
first customers was an actress from LA - actually her 
agent had just wanted an inexpensive gift. Compared to 
other furniture stores their prices were very reasonable, 



he insisted on selling his furniture for its worth, 
measured in cost of wood, in time spent making the best, 
beauty and uniqueness. This was the first time he did a 
piece strictly through another's description.  
 
Fortunately the manager knew his client well and liked 
her. The furniture was a crib, made for a much wanted 
child. A child that was this actress's last chance for a 
baby. Knowing that the child was a girl and that the 
mother loved her garden and the roses she grew. The 
crib was elegantly, and deeply carved with roses, 
butterflies were painted and seemed to dance across the 
surface of the crib. Every piece of baby furniture was also 
made to meet and exceed any safety standard. Beside 
the crib, he made a small dresser and dressing table with 
a mirror. This well known actress was delighted and not 
afraid to express her delight far and wide. Soon 
everyone, who was anyone, wanted a 'Diaz' original. 
They could barely keep up with demand and now had a 
two month waiting list.  
 
The second piece of fortune was Willow, he had made 
her the Dragon mirror long ago, but thought with the 
incredible tools he now had access to he could do better. 
It was her birthday and he wanted to send her something 
special. So he set about to make a mirror to be used not 



only for its beauty but for seeing. A tool any witch would 
want for doing a locator spell, looking into the future or 
the past, and if you were Willow another way to 
communicate to another witch, watcher or friend. He 
made it a large oval with another dragon but more 
delicate and beautiful, somehow obviously female. All 
the witches from Willow's coven wanted one. And so he 
made them, but each unique, different sizes, different 
animals (sleeping, awake, fighting, frightening), 
sometimes using the moon, sun or stars or perhaps a 
tarot card. Different woods with different techniques, 
carving, painting, even enamel inlay. As always getting as 
much information from each client as he was able. Finally 
doing a questionaire, that helped him craft something 
special since mirrors were mostly being purchased via 
their web site.  
 
The third piece of fortune was Angel. Xander still read 
any 'reliable' information he could get - he might not be 
directly involved but he wanted to keep up to date on 
the night life. And despite his school record he enjoyed 
learning. He had come across an obscure volume at a 
yard sale of all things. In the book there was a simple 
spell, one that even he could do, that allowed any 
vampire to see himself. So he created a large mirror for 
Angel, partially to tease Angel about his hair obsession, 



but partially to thank him for all the things he had done 
for the Scoobies recently. The mirror's frame was square 
with the spell in demon writing carved into the edges 
(rather like Giles bookcase). Carved on the top and 
bottom of the square was a very ornate bat with visible 
fangs holding the glass in place. He used iron wood, an 
almost indestructible wood that would last as long as the 
vampire. And because the spell was carved into the 
frame, even if the mirror broke the spell would still work 
with another piece of glass. These sold like wildfire, 
Xander was unclear exactly how many vampires and 
other demons lived peacefully among the humans, but 
apparently a lot of them. Sales of that mirror never went 
down. This was one of the only items that he didn't 
customize, however, none were as beautiful as Angel's. 
 
Xander's living space had also changed after the second 
year, Mr. Diaz (he still could not bring himself to call him 
Mario Sr) came to him about a home for sale in his 
neighborhood. It was older and neglected but with great 
potential and solid foundations. So began his weekend 
project, slowing rebuilding and making improvements to 
this four bedroom home. It had taken him a year of 
nights and weekends to make it inhabitable but now he 
had a home which suited him in every way. Marcus, who 
was one of the homeless kids that Xander used to feed, 



now lived in the small apartment, which made everyone 
happy since someone was always present at the shop.  
 
In three years Xander's life had seen dramatic changes. 
He still remained alone his heart aching for everyone 
he'd lost. He'd finally stopped grieving over Anya, 
thinking that if there was a just God then surely Anya had 
made it to heaven. He still missed Spike. This feeling only 
seemed to get more intense as time passed. He didn't 
understand why he simply couldn't move on. Yet he 
couldn't, he had never been a person for casual sex, so 
he was left with his dreams.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Three 

Jose and Mario Jr were to make a furniture delivery that 
afternoon. He knew the delivery was going to downtown 
LA, but didn't really care - he wasn't actually involved in 
deliveries. At least not until Mario Jr's wife went into 
labor that afternoon. One phone call and suddenly he 
was surrounded by people much too excited and 



speaking Spanish much too rapidly for him to 
understand. Finally Mario Jr clapped him on the shoulder 
and handed him a cigar. Okay, now he got it, he knew the 
whole family, who were all very supportive of each other, 
would flock down to the hospital to wreck havoc. He 
waved them away, letting them know he would take care 
of the delivery. He sighed, Friday night was an impossible 
time to try and get a hold of Xavier or Marcus. He tried 
but got an eternal ring from Marcus' cell phone and 
Xavier's home had a long mysterious message in Spanish, 
none of which was any help to him. Fortunately the 
furniture was for a kid's room and it was already loaded-
up. The knick-knacks as he liked to call them were also 
wrapped up and in the truck (an old moving van that he'd 
picked up for song). It looked like he would be it; it would 
take him longer to assemble things by himself, so he 
stuck an overnight bag in the cab of the truck. Xander 
looked at the clip board and headed out to his first 
delivery.  
 
His first delivery was a mess, the customer wasn't there 
and he waited for twenty minutes before the Mom got 
there. He waited while she tried to calm the screaming 
child, they had been at the doctor's office since the little 
girl Sarah had an ear infection and was one unhappy 
child. They both looked miserable and exhausted so he 



only smiled and helped her into the house. She showed 
him the baby's room and he started moving in the 
furniture. By the time the furniture was assembled, the 
baby was finally calm; but it was almost dusk and getting 
darker quickly. He was treated kindly and the women 
apologized for making him wait. She was also extremely 
grateful when he held the child while she took care of 
'necessities'.  
 
His next delivery was a witch's mirror, a present for a 
man finally getting accepted by the coven and was a gift 
from all the witches. When he arrived the party was in 
full swing and everyone watched as he put up the mirror. 
Oh's, ah's and then clapping at the sight of the mirror. 
The man's name was Sol and so the he had done a sun 
motif with beech and oak. Since he had been told the 
man enjoyed making potions especially he had built in a 
shelf with a small mortar and pestle. At this delivery he 
was, much to his amused anger, treated as if he were an 
uneducated servant. The party goer's were loud and 
some of them flirted with him outrageously. He was 
embarrassed and tried to leave as quickly as possible. 
The young man Sol followed him out to the truck, 
obviously upset with the girls and to offer him a tip. 
Which by company policy he politely refused, although 
he appreciated the man's apology for his friends.  



 
His bit his lower lip and sighed has he looked at the 
location of his final delivery. It was close to the Wolfman 
& Hart offices. Close enough that not going in was both 
rude and cowardly. Shaking his head he drove off, 
wondering whether his thoughts of the past had 
somehow brought this about. He hadn't seen any of the 
Scoobies or the Angel investigation team in three years. 
He wondered how much they had changed.  
 
His third delivery went without a hitch, but once again he 
was getting treated as a nobody and he'd had lots of 
experience with that. More than he cared to remember, 
it brought to him again how much he hated being treated 
as powerless and nothing special, and how neglected the 
Scoobies had made him feel. He would check in with 
Wolfman & Hart, making it fast - hit and run. Going back 
home or to the shop to hide out when he was done. He 
moaned, glad the traffic was stopped as he briefly rested 
his forehead on the steering wheel. He hadn't realized 
that while in one way he had been moving forward, in 
another he had been running and hiding. Not willing to 
be the resident cripple, useless warrior, put out to 
pasture before he got hurt again; or even worse 
managed to get someone hurt. He brought his head up 
as traffic began to move. He was not that man anymore 



and he would not allow anyone to treat him like that. He 
was glad his overnight bag included some good clothes.  
 
Finding a small, but clean hotel he booked a room for 
overnight. He quickly showered and then pulled his comb 
through his tangled mane. Roughly tying his hair back, 
even as he avoided really looking at himself, he shaved 
quickly, although he really didn't have much in the way 
of stubble, then the patch went over his empty socket. 
He was briefly amused by the thought, that for a man 
who made and sold so many mirrors, he rarely looked at 
himself in one. 
 
He dressed in nice black chinos with a pale grey almost 
silvery tee-shirt then he got out his black jacket to take 
with him. It would complete his grown-up business 
outfit. Black engineer boots completed the ensemble. 
Well he was a dressed up as he ever was. He'd been told 
that he looked nice in the particular outfit. At least he 
was presentable.  
 
He called the front desk for a taxi, arriving in a moving 
van probably wasn't a class act, assuming he could even 
find a place to park. On the way downstairs to catch the 
taxi, he got a glimpse of his reflection and realized the 
pulled back hair could be taken for a short hair cut. With 



a flare of disgust at himself he pulled loose the tie and 
shook out his hair. Let them see him for all that he was 
(set the Zeppo free he mocked to himself). He was glad 
no one was there to see him laughing at himself, they'd 
probably think he was insane.  
Unknown to Xander several couples, and the man at the 
check in desk had looked up to see him shake out his 
hair. And all them male or female watched with open 
mouths as the unknown man unselfconsciously walked 
out the door. Wishing they had caught more that just a 
glimpse of the tall, lean figure as he moved gracefully 
with a long powerful stride toward the doors.  
 
With perfect timing that had only started happening to 
him AS (after Sunnydale) the taxi was pulling up just as 
he reached the street. Bending down he gave the man 
the paper with Wolfman & Hart's address. Impatiently 
brushing back his hair as it fell across his face. The man 
stared at him briefly then looked at the note, nodding. 
He knew where it was. As usual Xander felt his eye go 
blank and his face stiffen with tension, he hated people 
looking at his patch. He was glad his new family saw 
more to him then just his flawed looks. If Xander had 
only known, the patch was the last thing his driver was 
thinking about.  
 



A short drive later, really he could have walked it, and he 
was deposited outside Wolfman & Hart offices. He 
guessed he should have called. Lights were blazing 
through the double doors which were thrown wide open. 
He could see a red carpet that clearly wasn't meant for 
him. As he approached the doors, the sign 'Welcome 
Clients to Wolfman & Hart's annual open house', 
explained the sound of music, loud talking, and laughter. 
The air was thick with the smell of food, liquor and 
cigarettes. Well at least he wouldn't have any trouble 
getting in. At a long table just inside the door a young 
women ushered him in, she asked for his business card 
and wrote down something on a name a tag. Her tag 
read 'Eve', and for the second time tonight he felt himself 
stiffen, she was obviously appraising him. She stopped 
speaking to him when he responded curtly to her 
overtures. Although at her request he deposited one of 
his company's business cards in the big fish bowl and in 
return was given the sticky name badge to wear. He 
grinned as he walked into the party, he was now 'Diaz & 
Son's'.  
 
Eve hated to be dismissed and ignored, but this young 
man had frozen up the minute she drew admiring eyes 
over his slim figure. "Well we'll see", she said to herself 
as she turned to meet the next guest.  



 
Xander walked through the crowd of clients, none of 
them acknowledged him, too busy chatting and laughing 
away; but then why should they, this wasn't exactly his 
type of crowd. He simply moved slowly through the 
crowd, he was fascinated by the many different type of 
demons present, apparently readily accepted by the 
others around him. Unknown to Xander he was also 
getting looks from the crowd, but no one approached 
him. He wound his way through the crowd sipping at a 
glass of champagne (he was a rare and careful drinker, 
never wanting to end-up like his parents). So far he 
hadn't recognized anyone, no sign of either a Scoobie or 
an AI team member. He shrugged, well he had tried. Not 
sure if what he was feeling was relief or sadness; yet still 
feeling oddly disturbed he started to leave. A hand 
grabbed him, "Diaz what do you think?"  
 
"About?" replied Xander, not having any idea of what the 
man was talking about.  
 
"About buying personal lawyer services, kind of like an 
insurance, only paying monthly," said Ty if you believed 
his label. "I can't see ever needing it." 
 
Xander looked at the man who was winning points by 



looking at both eyes, despite one being empty and 
covered with a patch. Xander thoughtfully took a sip of 
his drink. "Well do you have kids at home?"  
 
"Yeah, so," said Ty rather impatiently. 
 
"So what if one of them decides to lift a CD, or borrow 
your car and gets in an accident?" "Wouldn't it be nice to 
know you had a lawyer only a phone call away?" queried 
Xander. 
 
"What about me, I don't have kids," said Walt (so said his 
tag). 
 
"How about a wife who likes to drink too much?" ask 
Xander, smiling and raising his eyebrow.  
 
"Oh, yeah... " the man turned to look where a woman sat 
on a couch with several other wives giggling drunkenly.  
 
Xander amused, finally dropped his glass on a nearby 
table and still chuckling left the offices of Wolfman & 
Hart. Never seeing the one man who knew him from long 
ago, the last man on earth that he would have wanted to 
recognize him.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Four 

Angel, Spike, Wesley and Gunn hurried downstairs after 
rapidly washing up and getting dressed. They were going 
to be late for their own party, but of course they'd gotten 
a call and had to lay waste to a few demons. "Great, just 
great," Angel muttered trying to make sure his hair felt 
right. He hated that he could still smell the demon's gore 
on him. 
 
"Settle down y' wanker, y' look fine." Spike said, flapping 
his coat impatiently, Spike hadn't even bothered to 
change. Simply wiping the gore off his jacket and boots. 
Maybe it was Spike Angel smelled, he could only hope.  
 
Spike grinned inwardly, Angel's hair was looking 
decidedly rumpled, a fact that delighted him. Angel 
stopped again, patting at his head, impatiently Spike 
simply pushed him out into the stairway landing bringing 
Angel suddenly into his client's view.  
Angel glared and started to say something, then realized 



everyone would hear him. He shot a desperate glance 
toward Wesley and Gunn but they were both grinning at 
his predicament. Taking a deep breath he turned to face 
the crowd. "Sorry we're late, I hope you've been enjoying 
the party so far." The few people in the audience who 
were actually paying attention cheered in reply, holding 
up their filled champagne glasses. The rest continued on 
with their individual conversations. Angel sighed, it was 
times like this that made him look back on the days of 
Angelus with fondness. When a group of minions this size 
had lived and died on his word or even with a look. Not 
that getting Spike or Dru to kill anyone had been a chore. 
His elbow jostled again, he looked over in exasperation 
just to see Spike smirking at him. Obviously Spike knew 
just what he was thinking. He shook his head and for one 
second smiled back before continuing down the stairs.  
 
Spike was bored, bored, bored. Actually he was really 
truly bored. Not that helping out Angel was without it 
perks, but he felt like a newly made childe on a chain. 
Every move and everything he said was weighed and 
judged. The complete lack of trust that Angel showed 
(and oddly enough his minions didn't) was eating away at 
his patience. He had spend more that one hundred years 
doing as he pleased and he didn't think being put on 
short chain since his return after saving the world was 



much of a reward or very fair at all. He really needed to 
leave, but wasn't sure just where or when. Oh well at 
least there was plenty of drink and food (even his type - 
type 'O') to be had. He shrugged and dove on into the 
party.  
Lorne walked up to Angel, "about time you showed up 
sweet-cakes, I was losing them. This crowd's here for you 
not for me. I can only dance around the issues for so 
long."  
 
Angel looked up at the green demon with a smirk on his 
face (it was good smirk, but no where near as good a 
smirk as Spike's). He knew full well that Lorne was in his 
element. Food, drink and fun was all that Lorne lived for, 
now if there was a way to involved singing (without him), 
then Lorne would be in heaven.  
 
Angel was about to say something to Lorne when his 
elbow was bumped once again. Turning he met the 
glazed eyes of a slightly drunk man. "You know," the 
man's arm with drink attached waved through the air, 
"you know that handsome young kid is a great...great 
salesman. I decide... ed to buy the family law insurance 
cos.., because of him." His speech only slightly 
interrupted by a hiccup.  
 



"Thanks, if you tell me his name I'll make sure he's 
compensated." said Angel, really just wanting to get 
away from this drunk as fast as he could. 
 
"Didn't get his name," shrugged the man, frowning, then 
he brightened-up. Covering up his left eye in his drink 
free hand, "He sure was cute...even with the patch 
thing." 
 
Angel abruptly strode away toward the other AI 
members. "Guys and er' a girl (noticing Fred at the last 
second) do we have any employees that wear an eye 
patch?" 
 
"There are several missing limbs and Tor has a glass eye, 
they all work in the weapons department. But I haven't 
seen anyone wearing an eye patch." said Wesley as he 
turned to look at the others. "Fred, Gunn, ...Spike." This 
last said with frown, Wesley still wasn't comfortable 
around Spike even with a soul.  
 
The others looked at each other and shook their heads. 
"Only human I know with a patch is Harris and I haven't 
seen him in years and he hasn't been around here." said 
Spike.  
 



"Harris," Angel spun around and went toward the 
doorway, "Eve, did an Alexander Harris sign in here."  
 
Eve in her usual insolent way, a way that Angelus would 
have dearly loved to carve off her face, replied, "It's not 
like I can remember everyone who came in here 
tonight." Eve obviously thought she was being sexy, but 
all she really was, was annoying. "Describe him for me."  
 
"Tall about my height, short shaggy really poorly cut dark 
hair, soft chunky around the middle, loose sloppy 
clothes, one dark eye and eye patch on the left." Angel 
frowning as he remembered his last glimpse of Harris.  
 
"Yucky, why would I want to remember that." said Eve 
wrinkling up her nose. "The only man with a patch was 
dreamy, lean and hard with great rough hands, long dark 
hair with the oddest, but I'm pretty sure natural gold 
highlights around his face. His black pants were wrapped 
tight around a curvy taut butt. Black eye patch that made 
his other eye look golden," continued Eve rather 
hungrily. "And he wouldn't even look at me, I don't think 
he liked me," Eve finished with a pout.  
 
"That just shows he has great taste," snarled Spike, 
impatient with Eve with her over the top description. 



"What difference does it make." 
 
"Only that the entire slayer team have been in an uproar 
since he hasn't been heard or seen from since he said 
good-bye three years ago. They just called me, asking me 
to look for him again," sighed Angel. For an investigative 
team, they had yet to pick-up a clue about Xander. It 
figures the nearest they'd come to find him was a 
mystery man at a party. 
 
"You got a business card from him didn't you?" Spike 
asked Eve. 
 
"Yeah, but look at it," she said in dismay gesturing 
toward the overflowing fish bowl.  
 
"Spike walk around and see if you can scent him," 
demanded Angel. "Eve you and the others keep things 
going down here, when it's time say goodnight for us." 
Leaving Eve fuming as she hated being left out of things. 
 
Spike grunted, ponce he thought to himself strolling off 
to 'scent' the boy, what was he a blood hound, grumbling 
to himself. 
 
Angel and the basic AI team took the fish bowl upstairs 



to look through the business cards. Looking for 
something that said (Alex, Lex, Xander?) Harris. 
 
Spike walked slowly through the room, till he reached 
near the outdoors. There he picked up the scent of 
healthy human sweat, wood, polish and the subtle 
fragrance of some desert flower - there was no cologne 
masking the scent just the raw earthy favor of Xander. 
Spike flared his nostrils without realizing it breathing in 
the scent. So different than the polluted chemical smells 
of LA. Obviously the git didn't live near LA. Spike stood 
absolutely still, a rare thing for him since he was 
generally on the move at all times. Turning he jogged up 
the stairs to the conference room. Knowing that was 
where the rest of them would go.  
 
Angel and the rest of the team were surrounded by 
business cards, none of them looking very happy. "It's 
him alright, I'd know that scent anywhere, and he doesn't 
live in LA, smelled too clean for that." 
 
"Well there's nothing here with Harris' name on it," 
groused Gunn, flinging another business card across the 
room.  
 
"Wankers!" If the boy wanted to hide there was no way 



his name was on any business card. But he knew he'd be 
able to tell if the card belonged to the Xander. He 
scooped up as many cards as he could and sitting down 
on the floor rapidly putting his vampire speed to work, 
started going through the cards. In the second handful he 
found it. "Ah, ha!" Spike triumphantly waved a card in his 
clenched fist. It read: 'Diaz & Son's; Handmade 
Furniture'. "That's got to be him, he loved making things, 
getting his hands all dirty. And her (speaking of Eve, who 
he didn't like and thus refused to use her name), she said 
he had big rough strong hands, didn't she.  
 
"Angel, I got security to send up tonight's tapes, let see if 
we can spot him." said Wesley. He pointed and clicked 
with a remote and suddenly the party was in motion 
below them. Wesley fast forwarded through the tape, 
nodding as he watched, most of the party goers were 
frequent clients, and some of their family. Then he 
caught something black and grey by the door, more self-
contained and confident than the other people coming 
through the door. He slowed down the tape and watched 
as a young-man, around six feet strolled through the 
door. Black pants, boots with light grey almost silver 
colored tee tight over his strong upper body. Almost too 
thin but muscular. The figure had thick dark hair curling 
to his shoulders, he turned facing Eve. His patch was 



obvious, with his hair tucked behind his ear, no move 
made to hide his injury, who or what he was. He 
expression quickly closing down as Eve basically leered at 
him. He threw a card into the fish bowl and walked out of 
sight from the video camera. "That was Xander," Wesley 
put into words what everyone else was thinking. It 
looked like Xander, but somehow a younger, stronger 
more confident version.  
 
Before anyone else could say anything there was knock 
on the conference door, Eve opened the door. 
"Gentlemen, and girly - this man... Smith, wanted 
urgently to talk to you about a certain man downstairs." 
Eve enjoyed the looks on their faces, since somehow this 
had to be about the Harris kid.  
 
"You can go now Eve." said Angel with a hard edge to his 
voice. Eve faltered, then slammed the door and left.  
 
"Well... Smith," growled Angel, Mr. Smith might as well 
have been a Bletheran demon, a real low life who was 
always looking to get others into trouble. If he weren't 
such a great stool pigeon Angel would have tossed him 
out years ago. 
 
Smith gave his slimy unsure smile toward the group. "Just 



wanted to know Angel when you started letting a whore 
work the building. How big a cut are you getting, cause 
that boy was one of the best whore's I remember. How 
much of the action are you getting a cut of?" 
 
"What are you talking about?" Angel growled, it was 
taking a lot of effort to keep Angelus from tearing loose 
to rip this man apart.  
 
"You know," nodding toward the screen that still had 
Xander's image up. "Him, the street hooker." Not paying 
attention to the stunned silence around him, he 
continued. "It was more than ten years ago, but that's 
still him. Looking even hotter then I remember, wouldn't 
think an eyepatch could be so sexy. He sure grew-up 
good...." Smith suddenly went quiet as the low growl 
from both Angel and Spike grew louder, yellow/gold eyes 
glared at him. He didn't stop he just ran out the door and 
kept on running. All thoughts of blackmail fleeing as he 
ran for his life.  

Part Five 

 

The AI group had broken up after that. Angel sat 
brooding in his office, while Spike paced, his duster 



flapping around his black jean clad legs with his motion. 
Spike stopped abruptly and leapt up in front of Angel, 
causing him to start back in his chair. Spike hissed at him, 
"Do you believe that rat?" 
 
Angel would have blushed at his startled reaction if he 
could have and so got angry instead. "Do you have to act 
like a like that," he hissed back at Spike. Both of them 
going into game face. Both of them angry, but not really 
at each other. Angry because both of them knew Xander 
hadn't had the best life growing-up although it was never 
discussed, not between them and certainly not between 
the other Scoobies or the AI team. They were well aware 
that sometimes people did things that weren't in their 
best interest in order to survive. Hating the idea that 
Xander would have done something so desperate years 
ago.  
 
"That rat said more than ten years ago, Xander would be 
twenty-six now, more than ten years ago he could have 
been as young as fifteen, maybe younger. Why was 
Xander in LA, I don't remember anyone saying anything 
about Xander being in LA?" Spike once more back in 
human face was spitting out questions as he went back 
to pacing.  
 



"Spike, we both know that Xander hid a lot from 
everyone, and let's face it this isn't something he'd talk 
about with Scoobies and sure as hell not us." Angel 
would have been tempted to pace himself if Spike wasn't 
doing enough for both of them.  
 
Spike again stopped abruptly in the middle of floor, head 
held down in a bullish motion. "I'm going and you're not 
going to stop me." Growling as he glared from under his 
brows. 
 
Angel, started to speak, then thought about it. Xander 
had a better relationship with Spike than the rest of 
them, which really sucked he thought, shaking his head. 
"Be careful and be especially careful with him. There's a 
reason he left and a reason he didn't get back in touch 
with any of us especially the Scoobies. He's more special 
than he knows." 
 
Spike was grinning by the time Angel had finished. "I 
knew you liked the boy, so Peaches can I have the car 
keys and I'll need a credit card."  
 
"Why me?" sighed Angel. "Here's the key to the Chevy 
and the card has a $500 limit on it." Spike grabbed up the 
goodies quickly before Angel could change his mind. 



"And Spike, take care of yourself too."  
 
Spike paused at the door, "Thank you Sire," faint but sure 
whispered back to him.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Six 

Spike paused as he left the giant underground parking 
garage. Wondering if Angel had given him this car since it 
sort of reminded Spike of the old Bel Air Xander had 
driven when his uncle lost his license. This was a big 
grand car, room enough for six easily, 8 cylinders 
hummed under the hood, new stereo with CD player, 
and specially tinted vampire proof windows, so as long as 
the windows were up he didn't have to worry about the 
sunlight. He had a cooler in the back filled with human 
blood, he refused animal blood anymore. He popped in a 
Sex Pistol CD that he'd been thoughtful enough to bring 
with him. He sang out loud, hand moving in rhythm with 
the beat. A cigarette hanging from his mouth, he knew to 
be careful with it, if he burnt the upholstery, he'd be 



lucky if Angel let him use a messenger bike. He headed 
down to Xander's new home.  
 
Spike passed the welcome sign, grinning and 
remembered knocking over the Sunnyhell sign coming 
and going or several occasions, but he patted the Chevy's 
dash, not a way he would treat this car. This car ran like 
the classic it was. Cruising in the car made the time fly, 
he stayed within ten miles of the speed limit not wanting 
to be pulled over. He had no ID, had no idea who the car 
was registered to and didn't know whether or not there 
was insurance. Having a soul he reflected was a royal 
pain in the ass.  
 
He took out the business card and placed it on the dash, 
he wanted to drive straight there, but the sun was about 
to rise and although he had vampire proof windows, it 
was going to be a hot day in the desert. He didn't want to 
roast trapped in the car so he pulled into the first motel 
he saw and took a room, paying for it with Angel's credit 
card. Shutting the door just in time as sunlight slanted 
through the balcony.  
 
Spike slept restlessly throughout the day, toward sunset 
he had the 'dream', the one he hated, with memories of 
burning fire, slashing pain and smoldering flesh. He 



awoke with a gasp of un-needed breath, glad to be 
awake. And glad to think about anything else but his 
second death by fire. He gulped some lukewarm blood, 
not taking the time to really heat it up, wanting to wash 
the memory of ash and smoke from his mouth. He 
wondered how he could bear to smoke sometimes. 
Gathering up his things, he threw everything in the back 
of the car and headed out to 'Diaz & Son's'.  
 
Spike was impressed when he passed through the gates, 
it was a large complete set-up like an old fashioned 
stable with a separate yard. It was an attractive, clean 
yard, well maintained with clearly marked parking, 
including handicapped access. Not at all what he had 
been picturing. He could hear the hum of voices and 
background music under the sound of industrial 
machinery. He stopped looking around and got a parking 
space. Looking at the door he realized he was lucky since 
'Diaz & Son's' were only open after dark on three nights 
of the week. He walked through the door and paused 
minutely waiting for the obnoxious chime that alerted 
store owners everywhere that someone had entered the 
store. Those things hurt his ears, to his relief, there was 
no chime. He strolled through the store carefully looking 
over the furniture, mirrors and other items. He could see 
the care that went into every piece. Spike stopped 



startled when he suddenly saw himself. He was in a room 
full of mostly mirrors, but in one mirror he saw his 
reflection. Angel had let him see his mirror on occasion 
but jealously guarded it and didn't let Spike near it often. 
He looked in the mirror fascinated with his image, but 
wrinkling his nose, he was shorter than he realized and 
skinnier he thought, tilting his head.  
 
Shaking his head, he moved up to the counter where an 
elderly Hispanic man finished up some paperwork. Spike 
started getting impatient, then froze as he saw the 
gnarled, swollen joints, knowing that every movement 
had to make his hands ache. So Spike waited with 
unusual patience. The older man looked up and seemed 
startled, "I'm sorry I didn't realize anyone was in here." 
He stopped, considering Spike, "Ah, you must be one of 
Xan's special customers. I'm didn't mean to keep you 
waiting let me get him for you." 
 
"You know?" said Spike, sure that the old man knew he 
was a vampire. 
 
"I know Xander and we have many mirrors." The old man 
gestured around the room. 
 
"And you are?" asked Spike. 



 
"Diaz, Mario Diaz," the man replied 
 
"Oh, you own the store then. Xander works for you." said 
Spike. 
 
"No, I'm afraid I work for Xan. It's a long story maybe he'll 
tell you about it." Mr. Diaz smiled as he headed out to 
the yard.  
 
Spike started to follow, but a sign near the door said staff 
only. He wasn't a great rule follower, but he felt unsure 
of himself, and of Xander. So he waited.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Seven 

Xander was hand rubbing a child's bedframe when Mr 
Diaz Sr came into the workshop. "Xander, one of your 
special customers is here. I think he's a vampire."  
 
Xander frowned as he looked up. His 'special customers' 



as Mr Diaz Sr called them usually made arrangements 
ahead of time. He hadn't had any calls recently and didn't 
have anything scheduled that he could remember. 
"Okay, just let me put this away and I'll be right there." 
Xander closed up the lemony wax container carefully, 
knowing that in spite of his hard earned self-respect he 
could still be a klutz; capable of wasting expensive wax 
and making a catastrophic mess. While he quickly 
cleaned up, Mr Diaz Sr started his slow slightly limping 
walk back to the sales room. 
 
Spike was incredibly enough actually trying to wait 
patiently. Watching out the back door, wanting to catch a 
glimpse of Xander. First he saw Mr Diaz, then he saw 
Xander, Xander either completely unaware or uncaring 
that he was being watched. Spike's first glimpse of 
Xander was as he walked out of the barn, pulling his hair 
free of a tie, then pulling off a pair of goggles as he 
walked over to the pump out in the yard, he then leaned 
over to prime the pump. His pretty rump displayed by 
jeans so old and washed that they were thin, white and 
ripped at the knees. Then he pulled off a tee shirt just as 
old, displaying broad tan shoulders, narrowing down to a 
trim waist. Spike who'd only occasionally thought of 
Xander as sexy, suddenly felt himself hardening in his 
jeans, as he took in an unneeded breath. Xander was 



wiping himself down with his now wet tee shirt, shaking 
out his mane of coffee tinted hair, full of caramel colored 
highlights. As he stood completely up he took a deep 
drink out of the water dipper. Showing off the strong, 
clean line of his throat and suddenly Spike was as hungry 
for blood as he was for sex. Apparently both demon and 
soul agreed on Xander's desirability. 
 
Spike took a deep breath as he watched a slow drop of 
water trail from Xander's hair down his strong throat, 
then pausing over a taut brown nipple. The drop 
continued and passed down the rib cage to reach a flat 
abdomen and then disappeared into the wasteland of his 
jeans. Bringing Spike's hungry gaze to the trail of dark 
hair also vanishing behind the buttons of his jeans.  
 
Xander grabbed up the fresh clean shirt (he always kept a 
supply of them at the shop). Suddenly aware that he was 
being watched with more than casual interest. His 
Hellmouth spidey sense was going off in a big way. Must 
be my 'special customer' he thought sourly, everyone 
else here was used to him and didn't pay any attention to 
him anymore. Xander ran his hands through his hair one 
last time, thinking once again that maybe it was time to 
cut off this mess. Sighing to himself he turned and 
walked to the sales room. He stopped suddenly, catching 



his breath, he was almost certain he had caught a 
glimpse of bleach blonde hair. He often felt trained like 
one of Pavlov's dogs, he became instantly attentive the 
moment he caught a glance of bleach. He knew Spike 
was dead and dusted, and had been for three years, but 
still he longed to see Spike again. He shook his head 
ruefully, he was a fool (not exactly a new or original 
thought).  
 
He walked through the door, not seeing anyone at the 
counter, so turned to the hall of mirrors where he was 
almost certain to find his vampire. Xander staggered, his 
breath coming in painful hitches, catching his first full 
sight of the vampire. Front and back as he was reflected 
in the mirror. Spike stood with the absolute stillness only 
the undead could manage. Oh, God it was Spike! 
 
"Oh, God Spike!" came out of his mouth before he could 
think. He moved quickly over to Spike, grabbing him and 
turning him around. Spike, bleached blonde hair, sky blue 
eyes that could turn grey with anger or yellow with 
demon. Spike with tight compact lithe body, and knife 
sharp cheekbones. Without thinking he grabbed him and 
hugged his unmoving body to him, resting his cheek 
against Spike's scarred brow. Still not thinking he kissed 
him, mouth gently resting against Spike's, then lapping at 



his bottom lip with the tip of his tongue. Dear, God it felt 
good, he hadn't held or kissed anyone in three years. For 
a second he thought Spike returned his kiss, when he was 
abruptly thrust away.  
 
"Xander, what are you doing!" Spike was shaken by 
Xander's response to him. God, look at you he thought, 
who was this beautiful secure man who dared to kiss and 
hug a vampire? Not just any vampire, but a master 
vampire, William the Bloody. But Xander looked only 
amazed and glad to see him. Delight shining from his 
handsome face, dark gold hazel eye in a tanned face, eye 
patch, and long hair. White gauze shirt, looking casual yet 
professional at the same time. 
 
The delight faded from Xander's face, his expression 
became guarded and stiff. He backed a step away, almost 
stumbling. "Spike, sorry, I just was glad to see you, glad 
you're alive. I thought you were dead... er dusted." A 
faint but brief smile, "I guess you can't keep a good vamp 
dead...er undead," Xander started, his old habit of 
babbling surfacing with his shock.  
 
Xander looked away from Spike, Okay Spike's here, why 
and how? He was willing to bet that this visit had 
something to do with him being at Wolfman & Hart 



yesterday. Anything else would be too much of a 
coincidence. So Spike was back with Angel, he 
remembered the fiasco of Darla's return, making him 
wonder once again, how Spike had been brought back. 
And if Spike and Angel knew he was here, then soon the 
entire AI team would know and two seconds later either 
Buffy or Willow would be told and after that the entire 
world would be able to pinpoint his location. Sometimes, 
e-mail and computer speed sucked. Looking 
apprehensively out the door, knowing that within days 
the shop would be swamped with Scoobies and/or AI 
team members. He sighed and asked a spate of questions 
in order of importance to him. "Spike how did you come 
back? Why are you here? Why now? Who else knows 
you're here? And how many others know where I'm at 
now?" 
 
Spike was startled into a grin at the infamous Xander 
babble, he'd forgotten how much he missed it. So he 
answer babbled back. "Was brought back by that god 
awful bauble. I'm here cause everyone's been looking for 
you for three years, I missed you, why'd y'hide, why 
didn't you keep in contact? Last night was the first 
glimpse anyone'd seen of you, and boy do you look good. 
The AI team and a few people from Wolfman & Hart 
know that you're gone from LA. And as far as I know only 



the AI team know you've been seen and only Angel and I 
know this location." 
 
With selective hearing all Xander heard was, "I missed 
you and boy do you look good."  
 
"Spike," Xander said softly, "I didn't know how much I 
liked you, until you were gone. I felt really bad, because 
you and Anya were both dead. But in so many ways I'd 
already said good-bye to Anya. I wasn't at all prepared to 
lose you too. I wasn't prepared to... miss you, like you, 
want you. Never really thought I'd be so attracted to the 
idea of a man. I dreamt of you sometimes." Xander was 
flushed by the time he was done with his speech.  
 
Spike listened to this dazed with desire, but a small 
sound made him sudden realize that they were in the 
middle of a pubic store, with a member of Xander's staff 
watching them with warm brown eyes. Just how had 
Xander managed to become the boss of another man's 
business while the man still worked with him? Another 
Xander mystery, Spike started to smile and then 
something Xander said hit him. 'Never attracted to the 
idea of a man.' It reminded him of the worm's 
accusations. What could have driven Xander be sell 
himself.  



 
"Xander, I have a lot to say to you too. Privately. Is there 
somewhere we could go to talk?" said Spike, sounding 
way too serious.  
 
Xander looked at Spike and suddenly realized that Spike 
hadn't tracked him down because he was liked or 
missed. Something else had brought Spike here, not 
desire for him - after all no one would want a half blind 
Zeppo, he thought bitterly. "Mr. Diaz, Mario, I'm done for 
the day, everything's been put away. I'm taking Spike 
over to my house. I'll see you in the morning." 
 
"Xander," Mr. Diaz spoke quietly to him, "is everything 
okay, you seemed so glad to see him, and now you just 
seem sad. Xander, you have the right to be happy, you 
know this?" 
 
"If you believe it, then I must be," Xander replied, "Thank 
you." He lightly gripped Mario, Sr hand, giving him a half-
hearted smile as he left.  
 
Spike was waiting outside, by an old Chevy in perfect 
condition, holding open the door. "Share my ride Xan?" 
Xander hesitated a moment, but he was pretty sure Spike 
wasn't going to kidnap him or kill him, so he nodded and 



got in the passenger side. Spike closed the door and sped 
to the driver's side. Soon they were on their way, Xander 
gave brief simple directions, nothing else was said. 
Xander was a little surprised, the car was clean, Spike 
didn't attempt to light up a cigarette, they were driving 
the speed limit, turn signals were being used and no 
punk rock blasted. But there was no conversation 
between them either, odd and almost frightening 
because even when they had seemed to hate each other; 
there hadn't been silence between them.  
 
Spike patiently followed directions, driving through an 
older but nicely kept up neighborhood. The homes were 
large but not by any means mansions. Just comfortable 
homes with large yards. Finally Spike pulled the Chevy up 
to a single story framed home. The windows looked new, 
the home freshly painted. The yard under street lights 
seem clean and full of flower beds. An old fashioned 
brick drive and path winded through the grass to the 
front porch. A porch that stretched the length of the 
house and held a small table with two chairs. It was an 
attractive, family home. Family, Spike's guts twisted, 
please don't tell me I'm going home to see the wife and 
kids. Please no. Spike looked up a Xander's voice. 
 
"Spike," Xander was looking at him puzzled, Xander was 



already outside of the car and obviously had said his 
name several times.  
 
"Sorry, Xander, just really like this house, it great - it's a 
great home." Spike said swallowing. 
 
"Spike... whatever it is, whatever you're thinking it's 
okay. Come on in, you're always welcome in my home, 
where ever I am." Xander stood with the cooler in his 
hands. Wow he really had been out of it.  
 
Xander ushered Spike into his home, turning the living 
room light on. Spike was astonished by how immediately 
at home he felt with the warm wooden floors. Large 
splashes of color provided by area rugs, paintings and 
pillows. All of this harmonized with oak furniture, 
gorgeous samples of Xander's craft. Plants grew in every 
available corner. The whole house made Spike want to 
stay, just stepping through the doors relaxed something 
in him. Xander stopped to smile at Spike, "Come on 
Spike, the kitchen is this way, I'll cook dinner and show 
you where to heat up your blood." 
 
Xander's kitchen was just as great, red tiled floor with 
bright white appliances and more oak furniture. Copper 
accents from planters, kitchenware and containers added 



to the ambience. Xander showed him how to work the 
microwave and set about cooking. Spike had known 
Xander for a least five years, lived with him more than 
one; seen him several times a week and sometimes daily, 
but he didn't think he'd ever seen Xander cook. But 
within twenty minutes, there was brown rice, glazed 
chicken breast and fresh vegetables lighted sauteed with 
butter setting in front of him. A glass of sparkling water 
w/ lime juice beside the plate. He'd had enough time to 
poke his nose through the kitchen and seen that there 
was no junk food or alcohol or even soda of any kind. Or 
if there was it was really well hidden.  
 
"I'm impressed pet, this is great. I mean no pizza, no 

chips, no Twinkies�, or cola in sight." Xander just 
grinned at him, waving a fork. Spike picked up his own 
fork and took a bite. It was great and well presented. 
"This is great Xander, I mean everything. The business, 
your friend, this house and the food. Really great Xan... 
how did this happen?"  
 
"You know everyone but me had something special - 
slayer, witch, watcher, werewolf, vampire. And everyone 
was always telling me I didn't make a different, that I 
wasn't good enough - not smart enough, fast enough, 
strong enough. Donut boy, Zeppo, demon bait. Pretty 



much everything I'd been told my whole life, that I wasn't 
planned or wanted. " Xander stopped long enough to 
swallow. "How many jobs did I try and fail at, even 
though I was fired because I was late or too tired after 
helping Buffy patrol all night. How many good ideas I 
had, but no one listened because I was a joke, I had 
allowed myself to become a joke." Xander took another 
bite of food. "After I lost the eye, and me the Zeppo only 
lost an eye, while slayers lost their lives. Thanks to you I 
only lost one eye. Did I ever say thank you? Anyway 
things just got worse, now the rest of Scoobies and the 
potentials wouldn't even let me out their sight. If it 
hadn't been the end of world I'd have left then." 
 
"I knew I needed to leave and find who and what I really 
was without all the bad stuff, without the influence of 
people telling me I just wasn't good enough. I needed 
time. It's hard to get over having your family and even 
your friends think you're less than nothing." Xander 
finished this statement quietly and sadly. "I don't think I 
can go back to that."  
 
Spike looked down at his cooling cup of blood. 
Remembering that he was just as guilty of treating 
Xander as a fool, as bait, without ever really bothering to 
listen to his ideas. He remembered the snapping 



arguments they'd gotten into. Xander had always come 
back with some great and witty response. Spike thought 
about everything he'd seen today. No the boy wasn't 
stupid or useless. And in three years he had become a 
success without any help or family. Instead creating his 
own home and family. People who obviously thought a 
lot of Xander.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Eight 

Xander looked fondly at Spike, thinking that any minute 
now he'd be able to accuse the blonde of brooding. 
Deadboy Jr was alive and well. He sighed, sad that Spike 
wasn't here just to see him. Something was up, it had to 
be something bad, since Spike wasn't the type to hint 
around. "Spike, you want to tell me, what brought you 
here so quickly. I know it's not just because people 
having been looking for me. It's only guilt making them 
look, none of them really need me, most of them barely 
care about me. Talk to me Spike, whatever it is it can't be 
that bad." 



 
"Yeah, it can be that bad, boy." Spike looked sadly at 
Xander. "I raced off because I was so angry about... about 
what this guy said. I couldn't believe it, hell, didn't want 
to believe it. But I know your parents weren't the best, 
and I know sometimes people, vampires and demons, do 
things they never meant to do." 
 
Xander just looked at him, running the Spike babble 
through his head. He shook his head, "Spike I get that 
you're concerned, I even get that it's something being 
brought up from the past, but I have absolutely no idea 
what you're talking about." 
 
Spike looked straight at Xander and said flatly. "A man 
named Smith attempted to blackmail Angel or maybe it 
was Wolfman & Hart. He wanted to know what kind of 
kick back they're getting from you selling yourself. He 
said you were one of the best whore's he'd ever had. 
Smith is a complete slime and you can't believe half the 
things he says but he seemed really sure about you. Said 
you were beautiful, even with the patch, that you grew-
up good."  
 
Xander flushed then went pale, shutting his single eye. 
He gripped his hands tight in front of him as his heart 



rate started to soar and his scent went from earth to 
shame, hurt and panic. Fine tremors of tension ran 
through Xander. Only the demon's heightened senses 
could have picked up the true pain and anguish that 
Xander was feeling. 
 
"I... I have to think for a minute." Xander got up and with 
shaking hands started putting the dishes in the 
dishwasher. Spike got up to help. "Don't, just don't," just 
a whisper from his boy (and when had Xander become 
his he wondered). Xander continued to load the dish 
washer. Then hand washed the wok he had used to make 
dinner in. Spike sat still and watched him silently. Slowly 
the panic and heart rate slowed down. After drying off 
the counter and hanging up the towel, he spoke in a 
more normal tone of voice. "Spike if we can sit in the 
living room. If I were a drinker I'd think this calls for a 
drink." Xander shook his head. "You have no idea how 
much I hate even thinking that, that a drink can help 
settle things or make anything easier. Never mind, coffee 
will do." 
 
Xander sat down in the love seat, Spike sat across from 
Xander, wanting to watch his face. Xander took a sip of 
coffee, still drinking it black, holding the warm cup in 
hands, as if it were a lifeline. "Jessie and Willow were my 



best friends growing up. Willow was always different 
from other kids, they could be cruel to her - too smart, a 
pale delicate redhead with green eyes, smaller and 
younger than the other kids - she was as much an 
outsider as Jessie and me. Willow would say her parents 
weren't great, that they barely knows she exist, but at 
least they left her alone. Jessie and I would have been 
grateful to have been left alone. Jessie parents were 
drunks, just like my parents. Both of our parents made it 
clear that they only married because of getting pregnant. 
I never could figure out why any of them ever stayed to 
together. Adoption would have been a better option. 
None of them seemed happy, Jessie and I, as long as I can 
remember had been told we weren't wanted, that our 
births had ruined our parents lives. Neither Jessie or I 
asked to be born, you know." Xander paused taking 
another drink of coffee.  
 
"My parents are mostly gruff you know. Yelling, 
threatening, locking me in my in room. Sometimes, it was 
violent, usually unexpected, and of course they were 
always sorry. I've had a few black-eyes and bruising but 
nothing I couldn't take, it was the yelling I really hated. 
But honestly it was rare that they made the effort to 
come after me, ignoring me in my room after making me 
panic and shake with fear was usually enough for them. 



And yeah the abuse to my self-esteem was worse than 
the physical damage, and last a lot longer, it's still here. 
Even now I sometimes hear this echo in the back of my 
head: 'you're waste, I wish you'd never been born, you 
ruined my life, you're too stupid to be alive'. Ringing 
through my head every time I've tryed anything new. But 
now I believe more of myself than that." 
 
"Jessie parents were worse, not just gruff but capable of 
real violence. Breaking bones, stitches and permanent 
scarring kind of violence. They'd ignore Jessie for weeks 
at time, not even bothering to bring home food or clean-
up the house. Jessie had been doing his own laundry and 
packing his own lunches since grade school. If Jessie got 
new clothes, they were hand me downs from me or 
Goodwill purchases, or new clothes when Jessie was 
lucky to steal money enough. Willow and I tried to 
protect him, he spent a lot of time in my basement and 
even more time at Willow's. Then Jessie father lost his 
job." Xander sighed, "Sometimes I thought he'd lost his 
mind with his job." 
 
"Jessie dad hurt him, really hurt him." Xander looked 
away, stopping to look at the wall, not looking up at 
Spike. "I took him in, down to the basement, but his dad 
haunted me, haunted Willow, haunted the school. 



Wouldn't leave anyone alone and Jessie was afraid for 
me, for Willow and for himself. We all thought, no we all 
knew that his dad was perfectly capable of killing him in a 
drunken rage. So loudly and publicly Jessie and I ran 
away, then his dad would have to leave us alone. We 
made sure Willow wasn't involved. We hoped he 
wouldn't dare go after Willow, not with her family, they 
might not be the best parents, but they'd protect 
Willow." 
 
"Well you know now that we ended up in Los Angeles. 
Jessie and I were just thirteen you know, but we thought 
we could make it on our own. Both of us had been 
working at some kind of menial job since I can 
remember." Xander looked back at Spike, "And it was 
okay Spike, for months it was okay, one of us always 
found a job. We had a small apartment, really a bedroom 
with a shared bathroom. I was lucky, I looked bigger, 
older than I was so we got away with it." 
 
Xander got up and freshened up his coffee (caffeine his 
only vice). Looked down at his hand tightly curled around 
his cup. "Everything had been okay for months. One day 
when Jessie and I were walking home from the stores 
these guys in a really nice car started yelling at us, asking 
rude questions. We just hurried up and got to our rooms. 



Jessie's job was gone after the man he worked for lost his 
business. I got a job in a small greasy spoon restaurant. I 
made fun it, but honestly they were great to me, making 
sure always I ate before I started my shift. They knew 
about Jessie and when I went home made sure that I had 
food enough for Jessie." Xander looked up at Spike, 
"Remind to me look them up Spike, they did a lot for me, 
I need to remember to thank them."  
 
"Anyway, everything was fine, although occasionally 
those guys would show up looking either one of us up 
and down and making lewd suggestions." Xander, sighed 
looking down. "And then, you guessed it, something 
went wrong. Jessie and I were caught out in a rain storm, 
I never get sick usually. But Jessie, Jessie always had 
dicey lungs, he got cold easily, bronchitis, pneumonia and 
who knows what else. So Jessie started coughing, 
coughing and coughing till I thought he was gonna cough 
up a lung. When he started running a fever, that was it 
for me, he needed a doctor, I wasn't gonna let Jessie be 
ill and maybe die. The only thing is that I'd just paid the 
rent and just gotten groceries, we didn't have much. I 
knew he needed a doctor and I talked to Jay about it, Jay 
owned the restaurant. Anyway Jay told me about a clinic 
where they didn't ask questions, but it was cash only. I 
called them and they told me how much a visit would 



cost. It was only thirty-three dollars, cheap really, but it 
might as well as been a thousand. Plus there would be 
medications, I figured I needed at least a hundred to pay 
everything. I went out to get cough syrup for Jessie..." 
Xander looked up at Spike, "I promise you I didn't have 
any other plans, just to get cough syrup for Jessie." 
 
"I got the syrup and started walking home. It was still 
raining, I hadn't really slept days and my clothes had seen 
better days. God knows what I looked like, hair plastered 
down to my head, soaking wet in too small a tee shirt, 
my pants were clinging to me making it hard for me to 
walk" Xander sighed again. "Never mind I know what I 
looked like, like one of the low rent street boys, who'd do 
anything for a buck. A rent boy I was about to become."  
 
Spike looked toward the handsome man, easily able to 
visualize a younger Xander. Soaking wet, with eyes ringed 
with exhaustion, looking wet and hot in a ragged tee and 
tight wet black pants. He tried to discreetly ease up his 
suddenly too tight pants. Xander would have been hot 
and he envied the man who got to see him, even as his 
rage flared that anyone would touch his boy. A boy he 
thought wryly that he hadn't even known when these 
events took place.  
 



"You know a lot of people thought that Jessie and I had 
a.... thing, that we were intimate, but that wasn't true. I 
hadn't done anything, not even a kiss, unless you include 
kissing Willow on the cheek. So there I am desperately 
needing money and these guys making their usual play 
for me. This time I look at them, there are three of them. 
All of them nicely dressed, sharing this fancy car, I'm still 
not clear why they hung around this neighborhood which 
wasn't the best. What brought them all together, at least 
I thought it was the same three, but I never really looked 
at them before this. Just avoided them." 
 
"I just looked at them and told them I wanted three 
hundred dollars." 
 
Xander looked at Spike, "I don't know what others 
charged but I wasn't selling myself cheap and they were 
offering thirty dollars so I upped the anti. I told them, I'd 
go with them and do whatever they wanted. Then I made 
them drive me to the bank and I deposited the money. I 
made them watch while I called work from the hotel to 
let Jay know where I was. I made sure they had condoms, 
I tried not to be stupid. That guy Smith, they made him 
go last, I was grateful they did. The others were kind and 
went slowly, taking time to prepare me, I didn't actually 
enjoy it, but they didn't hurt me. Smith, Smith wanted it 



bad, wanted it fast, wanted to prove something by 
hurting me. And he did hurt me, I was bleeding a little 
when he was done. But it was over and done with and 
they left me alone in the hotel room they'd paid for. I 
cried after they'd gone, I cried and let myself cry as much 
as I needed to, because I would never let Jessie know 
what I'd done for him. I left as soon as I could get it 
together. First thing in the morning I took Jessie to the 
doctors and then we picked up his medicine. We both 
slept for hours afterwards, I was so relieved that I'd 
managed to take care of Jessie."  
 
"So that's my sorry tale of woe. Jessie and I ended up 
back in Sunnydale, we both realized that we needed to 
finish school, needed to finish growing up. Jessie's dad 
got a new job, a job with strict testing for drugs and 
alcohol, so even that was better. We were both still 
nothing to anyone but ourselves and Willow, but that 
was all that mattered." Xander looked up at Spike, "Do 
you think since I've been able to get through the whole 
vampire, William the Bloody thing... Do you think you can 
get over Xander the prostitute thing?" 
 
"You are not a bleeding prostitute," growled Spike loudly.  
 
"And right now I'm really glad I don't have any close 



neighbors." Apparently Spike was not going to just let 
this go, Xander thought with a sigh, back with an almost 
Scoobie for just a few hours and he was so tired already.  
 
Spike was pacing, Doc Marten's echoing loudly on the 
floor. "A child doing something drastic in a moment of 
need isn't guilty of anything. The only thing you're guilty 
of is being abused by adults who should have protected 
you." 
 
"Spike that's really nice and I've tried that argument but 
morally and consciously I believe I was a prostitute. The 
circumstances don't make the deed go away. And saying 
it was just once doesn't excuse it. Just once doesn't mean 
the store wasn't robbed, that someone wasn't murdered. 
Tell me Spike exactly how many men would I have to 
sleep with to become officially a whore, cause I really 
want to know." Xander was savage and almost shouting 
with anger. He was not looking for forgiveness only 
acceptance. If Spike couldn't get over it then damn him 
anyway. Xander walked through the kitchen, the living 
room and ended up at the door. "Spike, you need to 
leave. We can talk tomorrow, we both have a lot to think 
about." Xander opened the door for him. 
 
"Xan..." Spike started. 



 
"No, Spike, tomorrow. Okay, just tomorrow, it'll give you 
time to think." Xander gestured to the door and Spike, 
after pausing a moment left.  

 

Part Nine 

Xander sat still at his kitchen table after Spike left, he felt 
like a fool. He'd kicked Spike out without really giving him 
a chance. He'd even forgotten to give him back his blood. 
With a sigh Xander got up and put the blood away, not 
wanting the blood to spoil for Spike. Decisively he shut 
off the lights and the radio, determined to go to bed and 
get some sleep. Knowing that he'd probably be set for a 
restless (and more than likely sleepless) night. 
 
He lay still in the bed after changing to boxer's and a 
loose t-shirt, pulling off the hated patch last after 
brushing his teeth. He started thinking about Spike, he 
shook his head, what had he been thinking. He couldn't 
believed he'd just walked up to Spike, hugging, then 
kissing him. Kissing HIM! He couldn't believe it, he'd 
kissed Spike. He grinned to himself, Oh yeah, He'd KISSED 
Spike! Despite his expectations Xander fell into a deep 
sleep almost immediately and soon was lost in a familiar 
dream.  



 
Xander dreamed often after the fall of Sunnydale, though 
never of Anya. For some reason dreaming sexually of a 
dead Anya horrified him. It was almost as bad as having a 
dream with Joyce, Dawn or Giles, people he loved very 
much just not that way. Somehow Spike had always felt 
alive to him, more alive despite his 'undead' state than 
most of the people he knew, certainly more alive than 
anyone in his family. So, almost immediately after the 
end of Sunnydale Xander had started dreaming of Spike. 
Oh it hadn't started out as much. Just fond 
remembrances of words between them. Shared jokes, 
shared tears, and unexpressed feelings. At least feelings 
on his part, Spike had always turned him on. His dreams 
had become more and more involved, more and more 
physical as time went by till nothing would do but Spike. 
Well what's not to like, Spike with his sensuous lean 
muscles and cat-like movements, ice blue eyes, punk 
blonde hair and knife edge cheek bones. He felt himself 
hardening even in sleep. He had more wet dreams in the 
past several years than he'd ever had as a teenager. His 
body dry humped the sheet, moving in desperate rhythm 
looking for his mate.  
 
Now the dream was altered, his dream Spike hadn't 
really tasted of anything, just warm and wet. Now he 



knew that Spike tasted of the smoke of whiskey and 
cigarettes, with the faint copper hint of blood. His mouth 
was wet but felt cool, just right against Xander's heat. 
He'd always dreamed that somehow Spike was taller 
than he was, instead Spike was perfect, just enough 
shorter to rest against. Fitting together, like his missing 
half. And so Xander's dream became richer, fuller, and 
more intense with desire. 

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
After Xander closed the door on him, shutting him out 
Spike just sat in the car for a minute. He couldn't believe 
how badly he'd messed up. Because the idea that Xander 
had sold himself out of desperation was suddenly the 
least important thing in the world. If Xander could 
manage to not only forgive, but want him. Him not just 
any vampire but William the Bloody. Spike chipped or 
with a soul, then he really couldn't hold it against him. 
Still he hated the idea of a young innocent Xander being 
hurt, used and was grateful that at least the idea of two 
men having sex didn't repulse or scare him. Xander 
certainly hadn't seemed afraid, if anything he'd felt hard 
and sure. He'd smelled pretty wonderful too, sweat, 
wood shavings and desire made an erotic combination. 



 
He'd never thought of Xander 'that way' before, but now 
he couldn't get it out of his head. He couldn't believe that 
he was suddenly thinking of Xander as a sex object. He 
wouldn't have believed it, that he the Big Bad lusted 
after Xander, and he thought tiredly he was going to miss 
his blood, since he'd left the cooler in Xander's kitchen.  
 
Spike had mixed memories of Xander. Some of the 
memories were great since Xander usually gave as good 
as he got, joke and sarcasm wise. But he hated 
remembering the day of Joyce's funeral or the day after 
he tried to force Buffy. Both episodes showed him 
Xander's protectiveness, which when turned to anger he 
could easily have lived (or un-lived) without. He had to 
admit Xander had at least some cause to think he was 
right. Still he now wished he'd paid more attention to 
Xander, during the Sunnyhell years.  
 
Spike shook his head and drove back to his motel room, 
at least he was smart enough to give Xander time. He 
knew from Hellmouth experience that pushing things 
with Xander just ended with Xander being able to out 
stubborn everyone. He needed time to adjust to ideas, 
time Spike was willing to give him. Now if he could just 
find time enough to adjust to the idea of desiring Xander! 



 
Spike took a walk around the small town, even smaller 
than Sunnydale. After a couple of hours he was almost 
back to his room, there had been no vampire fledglings, 
no demons, not even a drunk or two to be seen. It was 
quiet and peaceful, he should have been climbing the 
walls. When in fact he was satisfied knowing that Xander 
was completely safe (at least from demons) in this little 
town. Spike was well fed both with blood, food and 
company (till he ruined it). Instead of lusting for a little 
bit of damage to do, he was busy lusting after Xander. He 
looked up at the sky, brighter and clearer that he'd seen 
it in decades, the last time he'd really looked at the stars 
had been with Dru. He chuckled thinking of Dru, well 
there couldn't be two more different people, his dark 
princess and Xander. Shaking his head he listened to the 
song and chirp of birds, the hum of insects and clicking of 
crickets that made the still desert air seem alive.  
 
Back in his room he stripped, throwing himself on the 
bed. He rested on top of the cover, it was a warm night 
and he hated air conditioning. So the windows were 
open and he laid spread eagle across the covers. He 
frowned again, he had been thinking that Xander was 
safe from any dealings with nightlife. But now that he 
thought about it Xander's friend had known he was a 



vampire and the shop was full of items any witch, 
demon, or even vampire (thinking of the mirror) would 
want. Obviously Xander was on friendly terms with more 
than just the local demon community. Okay so a lot more 
than just appearance had changed with Xander. So he 
started comparing the two in his mind as he rested. 
 
Old Xander: badly dressed in a combination of colors that 
even now could make him wince. He remembered after 
Harmony had burnt all his things; Xander and he had 
been sent out together on patrol, when Xander had 
stopped and looked at him rather skeptically. "Well you 
can't go around living with just one outfit, let's go 
shopping, then we'll slay." It was the last thing he'd 
expected to come out of Xander's mouth, still they went 
to a used clothing place that was open till midnight. 
Xander'd looked at him and sighed then got out his 
wallet. "Sorry Spike this all I've got right now." Then 
handed him forty dollars. Much to his delight there were 
a handful of worn black jeans that fit him and lots of t-
shirts, stretched and worn, but if he got a size smaller 
then the fit was snug and felt right. With the forty dollars 
he could have gotten four pair of jeans and ten t-shirts, 
but he knew that the forty dollars really probably was all 
the boy had, so for twenty he got two jeans and five new 
(well new to him) tees. He remembered how shocked the 



boy had been when he'd tried to give the twenty back. A 
twenty he'd refused, telling him to get whatever blood 
he could with it. Now he wondered how many of 
Xander's outfits had come from that store.  
 
Old Xander: Teasing him because of his chipped state, 
then taking him in and after a couple of days being tied 
up in the chair; setting him free. Just telling him not to 
nosh on him in the middle of the night. Being treated like 
an adult instead of child. He regretted now the things 
he'd stolen from the boy whether to use or to sell. 
Despite his sometimes harsh words, there had always 
been blood in Xander's basement. And Xander had been 
the one to risk his life pulling a vampire he reportedly 
hated out of the wreckage just moments after 
threatening to kick his ass.  
 
Old Xander: His first memory of the boy dancing at the 
Bronze, too lanky and clumsy in his growing body. Later 
looking really good for a while, cause construction work 
did a body good. But he'd been too busy paying attention 
to Buffy to really notice Xander. Then that stupid, stupid 
move with Anya, even though both of them had 
desperately needed release. It had been loneliness that 
pulled them together, wanted someone to hold onto, 
solace not passion. He'd been too crazy himself when he 



returned with his soul to really appreciate anything else 
going on around him, so his memory of that time was 
ragged and pieced together. Toward the end though 
Xander had seemed bloated, tired and ill looking. Too 
tired to even stand-up straight. Now he wondered what 
else might have been wrong with Xander (as if having 
your eye gouged out wasn't enough).  
 
Spike slowly fell asleep still thinking of Xander which 
deepened into dreaming. Dreams of a sunlit Xander 
cleaning up in the yard. Dreams of following him into the 
yard. Dreams of following that one of bead of water that 
trailed down Xander body with his tongue. All the way 
down to that worn out zipper, hazily dreaming of what 
must lay beneath that erotic image.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Ten 

Xander got up before the alarm went off at five a.m. The 
beginnings of a lazy predawn morning, dressed in a 
pajama bottom and loose T-shirt. He always took the 



time to putter around the house, drinking his coffee, 
reading the paper. He made time to relax and think 
about his day. Today though all his thoughts were on 
Spike, he hoped Spike was okay, being sent off without 
his blood. It wasn't as if Spike hadn't gone hungry before, 
and probably would again. A knock on the door 
interrupted this train of thought and he opened the door 
to see Spike waiting, he looked at him calmly. "Come on 
in Spike, I'm sorry I got mad last night, hard to believe I 
thought I'd gotten control of my mouth. Or at least I did 
till I saw you." 
 
Spike looked down for a moment then he looked up, "M' 
too."  
 
"Wow, Spike that was almost an apology." Xander smiled 
at him and got ready some blood in the microwave for 
Spike. Once it dinged he sat down at the kitchen table 
motioning Spike to sit down and handed off the blood. 
Sipping his coffee he watched Spike change to gameface 
and drink. The gameface had always fasinated him, but 
he stayed quiet letting Spike drink in peace. 
 
Xander bent back over his paper, relaxing muscles that 
he hadn't realized were tense now that Spike was here.  
 



"Are we gonna talk?" Spike inquired, blood finished and 
he'd poured coffee right into the same mug. Xander hid a 
secret flinch at that.  
 
"Spike I know we need to talk, but not now, I so don't 
have time to really concentrate on talking with you. I've 
got a project that I've got to finish on time. So it's off to 
work I go. But you're welcome to stay here. I'll be back as 
soon as I can, but I made a promise and I've got to get it 
done in time." Xander stood and stretched, "I'll go get 
ready, you make yourself at home." Pausing at the 
doorway he turned toward Spike, "I mean that Spike."  
 
Xander dressed quickly, knowing if he didn't get out 
quickly, he wouldn't be able to get out at all. He flung the 
comforter over the still messed up bed and headed out, 
meeting Spike in the kitchen.  
 
"Couldn't I come with you?" Spike asked 
 
"No, I wouldn't begin to get anything done with you 
there. My concentration wouldn't be worth shit. 
Wouldn't want me to cut off anything important would 
you?" Spike shuddered at the thought, realizing that 
Xander how no idea about his little incident. Xander 
paused, hand starting to open the door. Then he closed it 



gently and turned to looked at Spike.  
 
"Spike, I had an epiphany of sorts. I was at the movies 
and these two guys in were in front of me. They were 
holding hands, not being obnoxious with PDA, but just 
nice. They were talking, I mean really talking, the way 
they used to show in old movies and TV shows. I hoped 
at that moment that I would, could be able to accept love 
in whatever form it came in. I felt like I'd missed so much, 
just by not accepting what could be. To have someone 
who really loves you is so rare, how could I throw 
something like that away." Xander left his post at the 
door. "It was after that I started dreaming of you." 
Xander walked right into Spike's personal space and 
gently kissed him on the lips. "I'd regretted not trying to 
get to know you. When I come back, I want to hear all 
about your coming back from the dead." With that Spike 
was left alone. 

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Spike stood still not sure what shocked him more that 
Xander kissed him (for the second time) or that Xander 
trusted him in his home alone. He looked again around 
the cozy kitchen and found some wheat flakes, making 



himself another mug of blood with some extra texture. 
While his blood heated up, he kicked off his boots, and 
hung up his jacket in the hall closet. Walking through the 
house barefoot he loved the smooth feel of wood under 
his feet, probably sacrilegious he thought, for a vampire 
to feel that way. Spoon in mouth and mug in hand he 
walked through the house. No not just a house, Xander's 
home. The house smelled of cinnamon and lightly of 
some desert flower. The same scent he remembered 
from Angel's place.  
 
He should have been uneasy in a regular human place, 
weren't vampires suppose to live in ruined and deserted 
mansions, crypts or ancient abandoned churchs? He was 
still filled with a certain bitterness over human 
conceptions of what unlife should be. Shaking his head, 
cause none of this had anything to do with Xander. This 
home felt as if it welcomed him. Sitting on the sofa, 
looking at the plasma screen TV and he felt he was home. 
There was a basket full of remotes on the table. One for 
the TV, stereo system, VCR/DVD combo and a cable box, 
but he wasn't sure what the fifth one did and frankly he 
was afraid touch it. There was a wall full of DVD's and 
video tapes; too many to look through quickly, but it was 
tempting. As usual there were 200 channels but nothing 
much on except a rerun of Manchester United he'd seen 



before on ESPN2. He laid back just enjoying the feeling of 
belonging for the first time in three years, falling to sleep 
to sounds of cheers.  
 
Spike woke with his face buried in the sofa seat, making 
him glad that he didn't drool. He sat-up scrubbing his 
face, the taste of old blood making him frown. He went 
back to the kitchen with his mug and spoon, noticing 
he'd spilled blood on his shirt. Cursing he yanked it off 
and rinsed in out in the sink, throwing it over a chair to 
dry. He rinsed his mouth out with water, then went back 
to exploring. Hopefully he'd make it further than the 
living room this time. The first door was a small neat 
unused looking half bath. The second door opened to a 
part office / library / computer room. He wasn't held 
back from exploring; the sun didn't reach across the 
room. But he knew once he started looking at books he 
would be lost and never get to see the rest of the house. 
He wanted desperately to know what books Xander was 
reading since certainly no one ever accused Xander of 
being literate before. He was learning more about 
Xander with each room. The next two rooms were set-up 
as guest rooms, simple furniture with bland linen and 
pictures hanging on the wall; might as well be motel 
rooms he thought.  
 



Several doors opened to a linen closet, a laundry room, a 
pantry full of canned goods, and gallons of water. Spike 
grinned to himself, shaking his head, obviously Xander 
was planning in advance for the next apocalypse. Finally 
he opened the door to Xander's bedroom  
 
Xander's private rooms were contained in a large open 
space the first area was a small den with TV hutch, more 
books, a small fireplace and large cushiony brown leather 
chair, big enough for two. And again, Spike felt as if he 
belonged here in the room. He shook off the eerie feeling 
and continued through the archway that led to the 
master bedroom. More furniture but darker than natural 
oak, deeply carved with ornate patterns that had no 
meaning to him, Celtic maybe? But they were beautifully 
masculine and solid. The room was bright with golden 
brown, jade greens and garnet reds, uh not that he knew 
that, uh no. Again he noticed that the sun didn't intrude 
across the room. This house was nearly completely 
vampire safe. Xander's home appealed to all his aspects; 
the Demon who craved food, comfort, luxury and a man 
that made him hard. The man who wanted 
companionship and warmth, surrounded in this home 
with books, music, TV and with Xander someone he 
could talk with, laugh with, argue and get snarky with. 
Xander a man who could appreciate and accept 



everything he was.  
 
Stunned, Spike went back to the den and sat in the big 
chair, relaxing into the scent of leather and Xander. He 
looked toward the bookshelves, looking at the titles, his 
thought spinning wildly. Exactly what did he want from 
his unlife, what did he want from Xander and what did 
Xander want from him? Spike spent the quiet afternoon 
contemplating his feelings, oh god, he really was turning 
into the poof, and resisting the urge to dig into 
everything in the house. His Demon wanted to stick his 
nose into everything, the man was attempting to respect 
the man's privacy. Before he got a chance to let the 
demon loose on the house; he heard a car in the 
driveway. Xander's home! Uh . . . no he meant Xander's 
home . . . finally! Oh, god he might as well admit it, he 
wanted Xander, in fact he was getting hard just thinking 
about Xander kissage, and Xander hugs.  

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Xander had worked hard all day and finally finished the 
furniture as promised. Thank god Spike wasn't there or 
he'd have been a nervous wreck. He still couldn't believe 
that Spike was alive, maybe it was all just a really intense 



dream. He closed his eyes, still sitting in the car. Please, 
please don't be a dream. Didn't he deserve a little 
personal happiness? Xander thought that although he 
had professional happiness and an adopted family, he 
wanted more. Getting out of the car, Xander got several 
sacks of groceries out of the truck. After all he hadn't 
been expecting a guest.  
 
Xander promptly dropped the bags after opening the 
door. Standing with his mouth open, cause there was 
Spike in all his glory. Well okay, not all but close. Spike 
was standing in his kitchen, gods HIS kitchen, looking so 
incredibility sexy he felt dizzy. He was so glad he was gay.  
 
Spike's hair was tossed and careless still ruffled from his 
daytime nap. Elegant cheekbones, emphasized ice blue 
eyes. His chest was bare and dear heaven . . . What arms 
. . . What a chest, and who knew ivory skin over taut 
muscles could be so enticing. If Spike had an ounce of fat, 
he couldn't find it. Tight nubs of pink nipples made his 
mouth water. His eye followed the light trail of hair 
dusting down from his navel and trailing down to his 
black jeans the first button temptingly undone. Lean 
hips, with arched pelvic bones just barely able to hold up 
his pants. And how did someone that small manage to 
have legs that went on forever with rock-hard thighs 



bulging? Slim and tender looking small white feet, with 
delicate arches . . . and Spike would kill him for thinking 
of him as delicate, but oh . . . he really was. He wished for 
just a moment that his skill was in painting or 
photography, just to capture this erotic, tender picture of 
a man. 
 
Spike caught up an unnecessary breath. Cause never in 
his life or unlife had anyone looked at him with so much 
desire, so much want, all for him. Xander wanted him, 
and his cock twitched and swelled, cause anyone who 
wanted him this much was worth it. There was no 
reservation, no questioning just blind desire, but it was 
more than that, he finally got it; Xander had built this 
house with him in mind. The sun proof rooms, books, 
entertainment center, sure Xander used them but he'd 
looked through some of books, CD's and movies, they all 
spelled Spike. Finally he had someone who wanted all of 
him!  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Eleven 



Spike looked back at Xander, Xander who was just barely 
inside the door. Xander whose thick hair was loose to his 
shoulders and still glistened with drops of water, he saw 
bits of sawdust strewn through his hair like confetti. His 
white gauze shirt with top button opened just enough to 
display his tanned chest. Xander whose jeans were 
almost white with age, it was a miracle they still clung to 
his hips and taut thighs without shredding apart. Spike 
could feel the tingle of desire creeping up his spine. 
Xander, Xander was home and Xander . . . was his home. 
Desire pulled at him and it was obvious that it pulled just 
as hard at Xander, he watched and saw Xander's cock 
swell in his suddenly too tight jeans. His single eye 
expanded till only a rim of gold remained. He could hear 
Xander's pulse pounding and the low moan he gave as he 
watched Spike. His breath started to come in pants. Spike 
was amazed, this was still all so new to him, it was 
unbelievable that he could feel this way about the 
awkward boy he use to taunt and tease, and despise for 
being a white hat. It seemed impossible that only 
yesterday he hadn't even known that Xander was still 
alive. Now, both of them were almost ready to cum and 
they hadn't even touched each other yet.  
 
Xander swallowed and gave up trying to be calm and 
adult. He had waited three years he didn't want to wait 



any longer. Two quick long strides and he was near Spike, 
one small step and they were groin to groin, mouth to 
mouth. One hand wrapped in long soft / short gelled 
hair. One hand on a curved hip / taut rump. Moans came 
from both of them, harsh but low through their kisses. 
Xander tried to suck Spike's tongue from his mouth. 
Spike's tongue explored every inch of Xander's mouth. 
Tongues and groins moved in a rhythm as old as time. 
Xander blushed and shuddered, as he came in his jeans. 
He hadn't had an orgasm like this since his early teens. 
Spike would have blushed if he could as the scent of 
Xander's spent lust caused him to rapidly follow Xander 
in orgasm.  
 
Both of them leaned back still crotch to crotch, but giving 
enough room for Xander to gulp as he caught a badly 
needed breath. Spike tried to control his unnecessary but 
panting gasps of air. First they looked at each in disbelief, 
then they smiled or in Spike's case smirked, then they 
both started laughing. Xander started gasping for breath 
again this time from laughter.  
 
"I guess . . . we both . . . needed that." Xander managed 
to get out. 
 
"Yeah, guess we did." Spike could only shake his head at 



Xander. He was caught again by Xander's bright eye, 
wide smile, disheveled hair and bare chest. His gaze 
drifted down to the partially unbuttoned and definitely 
damp jeans. He shook his head again, amused at how 
proud he was at causing a wet spot on someone else's 
jeans.  
 
As one they both moved into the living room, crashing 
down on the couch. Xander reached out to capture 
Spike's hand, their fingers soon entwined. "How long?" 
asked Xander, voice deep and at peace.  
 
"No one since Buffy," answered Spike after thinking, 
including thinking about lighting up a cigarette, but 
knowing that Xander wasn't fond of smoke he refrained. 
More than three years, three, he really was turning into 
the poof, who now that he thought about had managed 
to have more sex than him lately cursed or not. "Course 
explaining the soul to vampires is worthless, and 
explaining the vampire to most humans is almost 
impossible. A one night stand didn't appeal to me, so 
that only leaves Harmony." 
 
Xander soon lost his breath in laughter again. "Har . . . 
Harm . . . Harmony!" Another peal of laughter rang out, 
and Xander literally had tears of laughter running down 



his face. Unable to help himself Spike found himself 
chuckling along with Xander, waiting for Xander to catch 
his breath.  
 
"Oh, Spike I really needed that, I can't tell you how much. 
Me too, you know. I mean, me too, no one since Anya." 
Xander's grip tightened around Spike's hand as he turned 
toward Spike. Sitting with his legs crossed, Xander's 
single eye glanced nervously at Spike, then he looked 
down. "I want you, if you want me, I think I secretly 
wanted you for a long time. It was only after you'd gone 
that I let myself dream of you. And I do dream of you, 
coming home to you, talking with you, sharing a meal, a 
drive, shopping, you know just everything."  
 
"Listen pet, I really like you, I'm at the very least in lust 
with you. I mean I could love you. But you're talking like 
I'm some tame house vamp. Something I'll never be. I'm 
may not be evil anymore, but I still want, no need, the 
blood and violence that working with Angel gives me. I 
can't just abandon them, I wouldn't even if I could." Spike 
sat still after the statement waiting for Xander to slam 
him.  
 
"Oh, no Spike, never, I mean . . . Oh, hell you've got it all 
mixed up. That's not what I want at all. I just wanted you 



to know you're welcome here, safe here. And at the very 
least lusted for here. And maybe, just maybe I'm in love 
with you too."  
 
"So what were you thinking of?" Spike asked with scarred 
brow raised.  
 
"I wasn't thinking of anything. I didn't know you were still 
alive. But now you're here and I think that this could be 
your home, a place for you to come whenever you could, 
a place to be with me."  
 
"And you think that would be enough for you, me coming 
here when I could, knowing that any moment I could be 
called back to LA? I 'd never want you to think that I'm 
only using you."  
 
"Spike. I'm not exactly home all the time. Most the time 
I'm out at work or off choosing special wood for a 
project, or working with a customer. I'd be gone almost 
as much as you would. I don't want a house vamp. I want 
someone to be there when I need them. Someone to talk 
about my day with even if it's only over the phone. And I 
want to hear about your day, as long as you don't tell me 
how near death you came. Cause I'm not sure I could 
stand that. I want to be there to listen to you, to hold you 



when you need it. Help you if I can, even if it's only 
research or cleaning and sharpening your weapons. 
 
Xander stood, one hand up and clasped behind his neck 
in a gesture of fatigue, the other wrapped around his 
waist in a gesture of self protection. (If Spike was reading 
his Xander's body language correctly). "Maybe I'm not 
saying it right. That isn't all I want Spike. I want you to 
meet my co-workers. They're almost family. I want you 
to see the progress of my work and want to hear your 
ideas, get your input. And when we're sleeping I want to 
wrap myself around you till we can't tell where one of us 
ends and the other begins. When we're awake, I want to 
pound you through the mattress. Right after you've 
nailed me to the wall. I want to touch and taste every 
inch of you and then start over again. I want to take my 
dreams and make it real. I want a partner, a lover, a 
friend." Xander paused and knelt in front of Spike looking 
him in the eye. "I want it all."  
 
Spike looked down at Xander kneeling on the floor in 
front of him. Unable to believe the changes in the boy. 
No, that was wrong, not a boy, but a man. And wasn't 
that even more enticing than the thought of a boy. 
Instead here was a handsome, strong, successful man. A 
man who could have anyone he wanted, and Spike, Spike 



was what he dreamed of. Spike, vampire, killer of 
hundreds, Slayer of Slayers. Xander who knew every 
aspect of him, as Master vampire, chipped and souled. 
This beautiful man was at his feet. Spike felt his cock 
hardening at idea of Xander at his feet, Xander sucking 
his cock, Xander's hands and mouth on his body. How 
good it would feel to have Xander's heat invade and 
pound his body to the mattress, wasn't that what Xander 
had said. Or even better Xander's tight almost virginal ass 
hot and pulsing around his cock.  
 
At first Xander wondered what was going through Spike's 
head, because Spike was sitting as still as only the 
undead could. Then he looked directly in Spike's eyes and 
could see nothing but lust, and want. For him, demon 
magnet, Zeppo, former loser. He watched in wonder as 
Spike vamped out in front of him. Fierce joy and desire 
running through him, because the lust and want was still 
echoed in the flare of the demon's intense yellow gaze. 
Yes, Spike wants me! 
 
Spike watched in wonder at the emotions so easily read 
in that single eye, joy, pride, joy, lust, joy and then the 
sun broke out with Xander's smile.  
 
"Bed?" the low growl accompanied Spike's grip on his 



arms. "Now?" 
 
"Now!" Xander was pulled up and literally swept up by 
Spike. Another peal of laughter broke free as Spike 
carried Xander off to his bedroom.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twelve 

Spike sat Xander down on the bed. "Off with it boy." 
Xander smiled at him not even pretending not to know 
what Spike wanted. He kicked off his boots, then pulled 
off his socks. Spike waited patiently while Xander 
stripped off his shirt and threw it over the chair. When 
Xander started to undo the buttons on his jeans he 
couldn't take it anymore. Suddenly Xander found himself 
pushed back flat against the bed with a vampire 
crouched over his thighs. Both their fingers working at 
the buttons, this slowed things down, but was so erotic 
that Xander began to tremble. He couldn't remember 
anyone wanting him this much. That this beautiful, 
powerful, master vampire could want him. Xander's 



hands trembled with need, even as his cock swelled 
painfully against their fingers. Spike looked up at 
Xander's small moan, hearing him swallow as the buttons 
came free.  
 
Spike was bent over Xander with his hands just barely 
able to grab onto Xander's hard and hot cock, feeling the 
wet pre-cum slick and fragrant on his fingers. And there 
was Xander with head back, single eye closed moaning 
and panting with his tongue caught between his teeth. 
He ran a finger across the slit of Xander's cock. Delighted 
when he was rewarded with the shudder and thrust of 
Xander's hips. His hands still stroked Xander's cock, while 
be bent closer and soon his lips were pressed against 
Xander's as he tried to catch his tongue with his teeth. 
Lips, teeth and tongue interplayed till finally Xander 
surrendered his mouth to Spike and they were locked in 
a passionate embrace. Xander was so close to cumming 
and he didn't want to cum alone again. So he twisted 
sharply causing Spike to loosen his grip.  
 
Xander leaned over Spike, "I think one of us is over 
dressed (although Xander's pants had only made it down 
to his knees), he twisted again and kicked off his pants. 
Before Spike could get a good look (and gods he wanted 
to look); Xander was up close and personal as he leaned 



over and then began licking, kissing and biting his way 
down Spike's chest. So it was Spike's turn to try to 
control himself. He moaned when Xander bit his nipples, 
first softly, then nipping sharply. He loved the feel of 
Xander's hair brushing across his skin, so soft and making 
him tingle with each soft caress.  
 
Xander continued down till he was licking, sucking at 
Spike's belly button. He stopped to rub his face against 
the faint trail of hair. Xander loved the fact that Spike 
was so smooth. Soon his nose was buried in the opening 
of Spike's jean, he lipped and worried at the next button, 
incidently (or not so incidently) tasting the tip of Spike's 
cock. Gathering the pre-cum from the tip of Spike's penis. 
The flavor was slightly sharp, slightly bitter but all Spike 
and he wanted more but didn't quite have it down, 
opening buttons with his teeth. So he brought his hands 
into play.  
 
Spike hissed with need as Xander's hot hands slid into his 
jeans, rubbing against his taut belly, running his finger's 
through crisp, as yet unseen hair. His thumb's gently 
stroking the head of cock, gathering pre-cum. Spike 
couldn't believe it, Xander was new at this, new with 
him, but already able to drive him crazy with a touch. 
Spike could imagine his total embarrassment if he came 



in his pants again. He moaned as he thrust in time with 
Xander's mouth and Xander's hands.  
 
Then Xander had his jeans open and was pushing them 
down. Spike twisted around to help Xander pull down his 
pants. He wanted them both nude - skin to skin, cock to 
cock, mouth to mouth. Please, please let them do this. 
Getting off earlier should have slowed things down, but 
he was already throbbing and almost ready to cum again 
and they still didn't have their clothes all the way off!  
 
Xander laid back side-by-side putting distance between 
them. Spike started to protest only to have Xander place 
a hand over his mouth. Xander shook his head, "I just 
want to look at you, all of you, you're so beautiful. 
Xander leaned over Spike and he looked, oh god he was 
looking. He studied Spike's hair, white and in a wonderful 
disordered tangle, curling over his ears. His eyes that had 
been ice blue before, were now stormy blue/gray with 
flicks of demon gold spiraling through them. Cheeks and 
mouth to die for, slim, too slim with collar bones almost 
too sharp. Hip bones just as sharp as the collar bones, 
emphasized his flat stomach that rippled with muscle. 
The scant trail of hair led to a thatch of dark blonde hair. 
Spike's cock was so heavy and thick with need that it laid 
almost flat against his stomach. The tip of his cock 



showing pink from the folds of his foreskin. Pre-cum 
glistening on his torso, drooling from his cock. Beautifully 
muscled thighs and legs ending in those delicately arched 
feet. Xander bit his lip, suddenly afraid that he was going 
to cum without another touch.  
 
The faint scent of Xander's blood aroused Spike from his 
daze. No one had ever looked at him with so much 
desire, need and love? He suddenly leaned up and 
pushed Xander on his back. "My turn now." Xander lay 
still, he blushed and looked down biting his lip harder. 
Spike shook his head, that Xander was this beautiful yet 
could still be so unsure of himself amazed him. He took in 
the dark thick mane of hair, hair lots of men would have 
paid money to try and get, but nothing could compete 
with this natural thick mass. The eye still made him hurt, 
he would have given anything to have saved that eye, but 
the patch hadn't slowed Xander down, and he seemed at 
ease with it. The single golden-brown eye, watched him 
warily, through lashes long and lush, almost feminine 
when he lifted up Xander's head. Generous mouth, again 
something any women would envy.  
 
His glanced continued down to the strong neck he ached 
to lick, suck and bite - really bite he wanted to taste and 
devour Xander's blood, not to destroy him but to 



become part of him. Broad chest with large flat copper 
nipples, separated by a light dusting of dark hair, nipples 
that puckered at his lustful glare. Becoming taut and 
hard, against his chest. Flat stomach with faintly outlined 
abdominals. A dark trail of hair going down to a thick 
patch of hair curling around his groin. His cock was thick, 
long and hard. Nothing monstrous but a good size well 
matched for Xander's size. Long elegant legs with well 
muscled thighs and strong calves. Somehow his feet like 
his hands looked both strong and capable.  
 
Hands, he reached to touch Xander's hands. They were 
large and tough with callous', scars were etched in his 
fingers and knuckles. A working man's hands. Hands that 
he trusted to touch him, and keep him safe, hands he 
hoped would soon pleasure him. Xander's fingers 
interlaced with his, pulling him forward. Till they were 
chest to chest, crotch to crotch, legs intertwined.  
 
Xander sighed as Spike's mouth found his, he brought his 
hands up to stroke Spike's spine, feeling and counting 
each vertebrae. Grabbing Spike's hips to help control 
their thrusting against each other. Xander moaned into 
the kiss more. He spread his legs, getting closer to Spike, 
both their cocks slippery with pre-cum. They were 
moaning with need, humping and Xander's legs finally 



wrapped around Spike's hips. So close together but not 
close enough he wanted more he wanted Spike's cock 
buried in his body, till each stroke brought him closer to 
orgasm. He should have been afraid his last male 
experience hadn't been the best, but this was completely 
different. This was Spike and he trusted Spike to care for 
him and not to hurt him. Xander broke free of the kiss, 
panting for breath. "Spike, want you . . . need you, in me 
now, please now."  
 
Spike leaned back looking at Xander, there was no fear 
only desire in Xander's eye, in his rough voice and his 
scent was full of want and desire. "Lube?" Xander 
flushed, but reach into his side table and pulled out a 
tube of lube placing in Spike's hand. Spike grinned, yes! 
He leaned back into kiss Xander, moving his hands over 
Xander's hard, hot cock, gradually mapping out Xander's 
body, cock, balls heavy and close to his body, ready to 
spend their seed, the soft and delicate skin behind his 
balls finally leading to fluttering wrinkled ring of his anus. 
Gently stroking and then in the middle of deep hot kiss, 
slowly sliding his lube slick finger into Xander's heat. So 
tight, so hot and now wet with lube.  
 
Xander arched and gasped, he wanted more. "More," 
was he managed to get out, fortunately Spike could read 



everything with that one word. Because sudden two 
fingers were circling his anus and then gently prodding 
before sliding into his anus. He hissed with the slight 
burn, but it felt so good. He wiggled and thrust back 
against the fingers, wanting more, so much more.  
 
Spike took a deep breath, trying to slow things down. 
Xander was inexperienced enough that rushing him 
would hurt him. So he started scissoring his fingers 
getting Xander ready to take three fingers and then if he 
was lucky Xander would be ready for him. Please be 
ready Xander, this was going to be short, no matter how 
he tried to prolong it, so at least he needed Xander hot 
and ready to come. Three finger's slipped in and Xander 
thrust back even harder, causing Spike's fingers to finally 
brush against his prostate. Xander's heart to skip a beat 
as he moaned against Spike's mouth and his inner 
muscles tightened around his fingers. "Now!" 
 
Spike grinned as he leaned back happy to give Xander 
more, now. Xander whimper when he withdrew then 
flushed, eye dilated when Spike slicked his cock up with 
lube. With the same lubed hand Spike started moving his 
hand up and down Xander's cock. While Xander was still 
dazed he gently thrust his cock into Xander, but only 
making it in an inch, before Xander tighten up around 



him. He kept up his firm movements on Xander and soon 
Xander loosened up enough for him to plunge forward. 
They kept up the starting, stopping, slipping and sliding 
till Spike was buried to the hilt. So much heat, so tight, he 
couldn't stop and he plunged slowly throughly into 
Xander's ass.  
 
Xander was lost in sensations, Spike's cock in his ass, 
hitting his happy spot almost with every stroke, his hand 
on his cock, mouth pressed against his mouth. His body 
tensed and he cried out not wanting to cum yet, but so 
desperately needing to cum. He came, his body 
tightening around Spike even as his sperm spurted 
through Spike's fingers. 
 
Spike shuddered as he came deep in Xander's bowels, 
lost in the sensation of body. He collapsed on top of 
Xander, still buried to the hilt in Xander's body. Xander 
simply folded his arms around in a tight grip. Never 
wanting to let each other go again, now that they'd 
found each other.  

Part Thirteen 

Spike woke first, he could tell it was morning, even as 
sunlight leaked through the curtains. He lay still simply 
enjoying the warmth and closeness of Xander. He gently 



rolled over trying not to disturb the sleeping man. Xander 
he thought was full of soft gentle caring touches. 
Something he couldn't get enough of; hadn't had enough 
of since he was turned. There was no violence or 
intention of hurting him with each touch, another thing 
he wasn't used to. Xander showed his affection with 
every slow smile, and each touch. There was nowhere 
he'd rather be than wrapped in Xander's arms.  
 
He smiled to himself. He'd had no idea that could happen 
when he started out to find Xander. He had to admit he 
hadn't given much thought to what would happen, but 
he'd been too lost in just how angry he was that Xander 
had sold his innocence on the streets. After listening to 
Xander, he could only think how typical it was that 
Xander would give away anything for a friend. He shook 
his head then tucked his free arm behind his neck, and 
his smile grew a bit bigger; glad that Xander's first good 
experience with a man was with him. His eyes half shut, 
blue flickered with yellow; torn between vamp and 
human as he thought about last night.  
 
Xander had been caught in the deepest, soundest sleep 
he'd had in years. He loved the firm touch of Spike's 
slightly cooler body. A smile curled at the corner of his 
mouth, cuddling, he loved cuddling. He lay still just 



enjoying the moment, feeling relaxed, he wasn't sure 
that Spike was awake till he repositioned himself. Xander 
started to move now that he knew Spike was awake. He 
started to laugh as he caught the look on Spike's face, 
sappy smile with fangs and without, tousled hair as his 
face rippled between demon and human. Still snickering 
he tucked his face under Spike's chin, cuddling closer.  
 
Spike's settled into his game face (as the Scoobies called 
it) or his true face (he'd been taught by Dru and Angelus). 
A low steady somehow happy growl low in his chest. He 
couldn't believe how happy he was just having a warm 
giggling armful of Xander. How exactly did Xander 
manage to cuddle up into him when he was actually so 
much bigger? He felt Xander start to get up and quickly 
hid his face. Xander was well aware he was a vampire, 
and had seen his true face more that once, but he was 
unsure about how Xander would feel about waking-up 
with it flaunted in his face.  
 
Xander tried to sit-up only to be held close to Spike's 
body. Spike reluctantly relaxed his grip and allowed him 
to get up, trying to rapidly change back to his human 
face. Xander touched his cheek bone. "Don't Spike, I like . 
. . I want you, my vampire, my man, all of you."  
 



Spike was torn between a dizzying spiral of desire on 
hearing Xander call him my vampire, my man that 
taunted his morning erection. And wanting to confront 
Xander, because he wanted to see all of Xander too, 
maimed or not. Xander's many wounds were honorable 
and hard earned. He didn't like Xander hiding behind his 
patch, at least not with him. Spike swallowed gathering 
up his courage afraid of Xander's reaction. "Xan, I like you 
and want you, all of you too . . . " He looked gravely at 
Xander as he gently reached up to touch Xander's patch, 
the first time he'd dared. He felt Xander tense against 
him, and he quickly looked down. Showing Spike typical 
Xander submissive behavior (something else he'd have to 
think about later). Bowed head, lowered eye, lashes 
hiding his gaze, frozen still and waiting to be hurt. "I 
won't hurt you, never hurt you, want you, love you . . . 
Losing himself in a verbal onslaught of reassurance.  
 
Xander looked up again, making shy contact with Spike. 
He watched as Xander bit his lip, "it's ugly, I haven't really 
looked in a mirror since it happened. Can't stand to look 
at it. Makes it difficult to take care of it sometimes." He 
reached up tentatively touching the black leather patch. 
Spike reached up and curled his fingers around Xander's 
hand.  
 



"Only if you're ready Xander, but there's nothing that 
would make me turn away from you." Xander lowered 
his hand to grip tight Spike's hand tightly with fingers 
twined together. He sat-up with legs crossed on the bed. 
Maintaining eye contact with Spike the entire time; he 
took a deep breath and reached up and tugged at his 
patch. He closed that single golden-brown eye, then slid 
the patch off his face.  
 
Spike wasn't sure what he expected, he'd seen (and let's 
face it) caused some horrible disfigurement in his life. But 
oddly enough the first thing he noticed was the pale strip 
from the patch and even paler eyelid and cheek bone. 
Somehow it reminded him disturbingly of an empty spot 
on the wall of an echoing empty mansion. You knew that 
the empty spot had once held a beautiful picture. 
Xander's eyebrow was all in one piece, except for a single 
even paler scratch his eyelid intact. Somehow despite the 
damage long lashes from both upper and lower lids clung 
together. The scratch caught on the lower lid just to the 
top of his cheek bone. But instead of a beautiful eye 
there was a hollowed out eyelid; shrunken and pallid. 
Spike leaned back no longer looking at the eye but 
looking at the whole of Xander.  
 
Xander sat crossed legged and somehow elegant even 



with his groin and partially flaccid penis exposed. Both 
good and bad eyes closed, seemingly serene, with one 
hand on his thigh, the other still holding his patch. He 
was beautiful, all of him - the bad eye hurt to look at. It 
hurt to think about the pain Xander had suffered and 
probably still suffered, keeping the eye socket clean. In 
no way did it distract from his attractiveness.  
 
Spike gently reached-out, forefinger tracing the elegant 
brow. Finger wandering down to touch his soft fluttering 
lashes. The damaged eyelids still soft and fragile to 
touch. Xander was so still he barely breathed. Then the 
good eye opened, fear so visible that Spike could feel it. 
Fear of rejection, fear of loneliness, looking so lost. Spike 
reached up and cupped his hands around Xander's face. 
Leaning forward he gently kissed the bad the eye, then 
the good eye and finally resting his mouth against 
Xander's, fangs a gentle prickle on his lower lip. His 
mouth and tongue slowly taunted and teased Xander's 
until Xander was so lost in the kiss he finally reached up 
to wrap arms around Spike, eyepatch slowly falling 
forgotten to the floor.  

 
 
 



 
 

Part Fourteen 

This time Xander woke-up first. He wasn't sure what had 
woken him up at this time of the day, as he yawned and 
stretched. Smiling at the dull ache of muscles strained in 
ways he wasn't used to anymore. His smile became a grin 
at how amazingly sexy he felt; just because his ass was 
sore and his cock was half hard; but he felt wonderfully 
alive. He shook his head realizing that he really had to go 
to the bathroom. He stretched and yawned again, 
enjoying the popping of his joints. He shuffled his way to 
the master bath taking care of his morning business. 
Looking around he realized it seemed darker, quieter 
than normal, it was difficult to look out through glass 
blocks in the bathroom so he went to the bedroom 
window.  
 
Pulling aside the curtain he found himself laughing as he 
watched drops of rain splatter and then slowly run down 
the window. It was overcast and the plants in the garden 
were swaying gently with the wind. He opened the 
window enjoying the feel of the moisture, wind blowing 
the curtain around. The rain filled scent of the desert was 
fresh and clean, a smell that he never got tired of. He 



turned around to tell Spike, but stopped himself just in 
time, Spike was curled into a fluffy ball with bleached 
hair dancing in all different directions. He walked toward 
the bed leaving the window open behind him. He knelt 
on the floor near the bed not wanting to disturb Spike's 
restful sleep. He smiled again, then shook his head, his 
face was beginning to ache from smiling. Spike was 
deathly still, but looked as innocently gorgeous has a 
child. Xander couldn't believe that this man, who could 
have anyone he wanted, could want him.  
 
Xander got up and went to the kitchen, making his first 
cup of coffee. He ate a piece of dry toast while he waited 
for the coffee to finish. Finally he walked into the 
bedroom and pulled the chair near the bed, picking the 
sheet up off the floor he pulled it up over his nakedness. 
He slowly sipped on the coffee, and watched the quarter 
view of Spike's face that he could see. He could hear the 
rain pelting down and the rustle of wind through the 
trees. Spike's face was dappled with different colors as 
the trees shifted and rain drops rolled down the window. 
He idly tried to remember the last time he'd felt this 
content with life, this much at peace. No other lover had 
given him so much, and was willing to let him have so 
much control. He shook his head ruefully, only in the 
Zeppo's life would his most generous lover be a master 



vampire, Spike, William the Bloody.  
 
Xander sat his coffee aside and slipped into the bed 
beside Spike wrapping an arm around him and spooning 
his legs against Spike. A low rumble sounded from the 
vampire, "Bout time you came back to bed, thought you 
were gonna look at me forever."  
 
"Thought you were asleep, and I would love to look at 
you forever." Xander nipped his way down Spike's spine, 
till the vampire twisted and suddenly Spike was on top 
looking down him. Vampire ridges, flared nostrils, blazing 
yellow eyes and fangs inspected him carefully. Spike 
leaned down stroking, sniffing and looking closely. All the 
huffing and light touches were finally too much and 
Xander broke out into laughter. "Agh, stop that you 
insane vampire."  
 
"Sorry, luv got a little enthusiastic last night, wanted to 
make sure I didn't hurt you." Spike leaned back shifting 
into his human disguise, knees still locked around 
Xander's thighs.  
 
Xander leered up at Spike, "It hurts so good," he purred 
up, flirting through his lashes. 
 



Spike vamped out, "Evil, you're really evil." Shifting once 
again to human form. "Really luv, you okay?" 
 
"Better than okay, happy, I'm happy," Xander sighed 
leaning back against the pillows. "Want you again, well 
sometime soon, maybe not just yet."  
 
Spike tilted his head and decided that Xander was telling 
him the truth, he was sore and tired. But not really hurt. 
"Last night was good, hm?" He leaned down and gently 
licked every small love bite, any slight bruise. Wondering 
if it was the demon that had such a passion for licking 
hurts, he'd ached last night trying to stop himself from 
licking Xander's bad eye. He was happy that Xander was 
still without his patch and seemed comfortable enough 
with him, not to notice or at least not to stress about it. 
Spike nudged at Xander till he got the hint and turned 
over. And Spike started his inspection all over again, look, 
kiss and lick. Xander was curled up on his side, in a light 
doze, listening to the wind, rain and thunder. Relaxing 
into the scent and careful feel of his lover.  
 
"Hey," Xander jumped suddenly wide awake as 
something warm and wet nudged his still aching hole.  
 
"Just finishing up luv," Spike pushed him down again, 



"rimming is such fun, just relax and enjoy, it'll make you 
feel better. Promise luv." 
 
Xander would have argued but he was too busy losing his 
mind. Spike's agile tongue licking around the rim and 
occasionally dipping inside him. He moaned and 
shuddered his cock quickly hardening under Spike's 
careful tongue and hands. One hand gripping his hip and 
the other hand found its way to his erection, stroking 
him, holding him, thumb rubbing over the weeping tip of 
his penis. Xander was lost between the sensations of his 
cock and his ass, rocking back and forth. Till Spike's 
tongue abruptly thrust deep into his channel. Xander 
whimpered biting his pillow, as he came. "Oh, god."  
 
"Not god, pet, but Master would be good, if you want to 
call me something."  
 
"Evil, evil, evil vampire." Xander laughed turning over to 
confront his man. "Was it good for you too?" Spike 
grinned back down at the boy, he was sure he wanted 
him forever.  
 
"Yeah, always said you were a yummy treat."  
 
"That's nummy," Xander corrected.  



 
"No yummy, yummy and full of good stuff." Growling 
down at his human, shifting back in game face to gently 
bite against Xander's neck. Xander turned his head and 
arched his neck under Spike.  
 
"Go ahead Spike, love you, trust you." Given permission, 
Spike gave into the demon who wanted to claim the 
mortal as much as the man. Spike's fangs bit down right 
above the collar bone of Xander's neck. He took a sip of 
blood, dear heaven, live human blood freely given. He 
tasted the salty sweet sweat of Xander's skin, the 
coppery rich taste of Xander's blood. Then Xander's 
emotions flowed through him with the blood. Love, 
desire, laughter, sunshine, happiness and an 
overwhelming rush of positive emotions. A sip was all he 
could handle. The demon crowed happily and delicately 
lapped at the fang marks and licked up the remaining 
blood. Spike had just finished when the cell phone in his 
pocket began to ring.  

 
 
 
 
 



Part Fifteen 

Spike had just finished snuggling close to his warm 
Xander, but the cell phone kept ringing so he gave it up 
with another low growl. He slid out of bed with a wistful 
look at his . . . his what? Boyfriend, partner, mate, before 
he thought too hard about it, he patted Xander fondly on 
the butt and went to answer the cell phone.  
 
"Wh't the hell do you want?" basically snarling into the 
phone. The sound of a stunned silence answered him. 
"Well?"  
 
"Spike!" great the poof was on the line. 
 
"Yeah, you're interrupting things, wh't you want." 
Getting impatient now.  
 
"Spike, something's come up, there's been several 
murders we think it's a new demon. We need to start 
researching it before it gets too serious." And again with 
the talking as if Spike were twelve instead of more than 
one hundred and twenty.  
 
"Then you best get on it Batman." Snarking back at the 
wimpy vamp. 



 
Spike heard Xander getting out of bed, and he turned just 
in time to grin at sweat pants being pulled up over a taut 
butt. Xander turned toward him and then padded over 
barefoot to lean against Spike offering up a kiss to his 
vamp.  
 
"Spike, you use the cars, you get fringe benefits, you get 
human blood, you get paid, you get to research. Today!" 
More silence. "Eer . . . how's Xander anyway." 
 
"Nice, nancy hair boy, real considerate even. Xander's 
fine, Xander's great." Xander was sucking on his neck and 
stroking his back.  
 
"Why do I even try, Spike when are you getting back?"  
 
"I've got to talk to Xander, then I'll leave when I can." 
Click . . . Spike turned away to kiss his man.  
 
Xander leaned back, "When you going?"  
 
Spike pushed against him snuggling closer, "Soon, I 
guess." He sighed, Spike could think of hundreds of 
things he'd rather stay and do with, or do to Xander.  
 



"What's going on back there?" wondering what was 
taking his vamp from him.  
 
"Deaths, demons, researching in dusty old books." 
 
"Too bad you can't do that here. I've got enough books, 
be nice if they were useful and I've got all of Willow's site 
booked marked on the computer."  
 
"Would if I could luv." Spike pulled away thinking, 
"Exactly what kind of research books you have?" 
 
"A mixed bunch really, every time I drove by a yard sale 
or a used book store, or found an estate sale in the 
paper, I went. I've got more than a hundred books now. 
Some I remember from G-man, others I can barely read a 
word. They looked and felt real to me so I bought them. 
That's where I got the spell for the first mirror, the one I 
gave Deadboy." Xander shrugged. 
 
"Yeah, show me."  
 
Xander looked up at him through his lashes, "So much I'd 
love to show you."  
 
"Noooo . . . , not now," moaned Spike into Xander's 



mouth laughing with him. 
 
Xander stopped long enough to throw another pair of 
sweat pants at Spike then dragged him to his 
study/studio/computer room. "Here."  
 
'Here,' was a tall case full of books, he could scent their 
age and feel their power even without touching them. 
They were the real thing. He lifted up the cell phone still 
clutched in his hand and called through to Wes in LA. 
"Wes, Spike here, I got some books here at Xan's place; 
tell me if any of them can help in our research."  
 
Xander smiled and shook his head at his vamp, moving 
off to the kitchen to start more coffee and heat up some 
blood for Spike. He puttered around the kitchen doing a 
general pick-up, emptying the dishwasher. With his 
coffee cup in one hand and blood for Spike in the other 
he went back to his study. Spike almost absently took the 
cup and sipped from it in between talking to Wes. Xander 
just wandered off and started working on his next 
project. He liked to make the plans and see how it looked 
before he tried to make a prototype. He tuned out Spike 
and lost himself in his drawings.  
 
Hours later Xander stood-up stretching and popping his 



back, he'd been sitting way too long. His coffee was 
stone cold, he needed to move around some and besides 
he was getting hungry. He looked over at the computer 
desk and there was Spike, books piled up around him, 
phone tucked up between his shoulder and his ear. 
Jabbing at the keyboard, while he compared notes with 
Wesley over the phone. Hum . . . guess some of those 
books must be useful. He looked up to check the time 
and was shocked to see it was almost 1 o'clock in the 
afternoon. No wonder he was hungry.  
 
He picked up his coffee cup and then moved to pick-up 
Spike's. He leaned down and gently kissed Spike's ruffled 
blonde mane. This got a reaction. "Wes, hold on." Spike 
put the phone down and pulled Xander down in his lap. 
"Xan, this is great these books are helping, Wes was 
really excited about some of these. Sounds like some of 
them are really rare, he couldn't believe you found these. 
Besides Wes and I can talk over the phone and work on 
the computers at the same time." Xander listened with 
half an ear since he was mostly trying not the spill the 
left over drinks while balancing on Spike's lap. (Not that 
he had any objections to Spike's lap when his hands were 
empty.) 
 
"I'm glad you're working it out, when do you have to 



go?" Xander didn't want Spike to leave but just the same 
he liked to be prepared.  
 
"Don't got to now, at least not for research. We know 
what demon we're looking for, right now we're just 
looking for likely hideouts, and weakness. Then it will be 
as simple as hunting it, or maybe them down, I go to LA 
for that and then head back." Then taking advantage of 
Xander's precarious position, Spike leered at Xander and 
took a quick grope over his naked torso, while kissing him 
breathless. "This could really work pet." Spike gently 
stood Xander back on his feet and then picked up the 
phone, diving right back into his conversation. 
 
Xander stood still for a moment trying to get his breath 
back. In two seconds he'd found himself completely lost 
in Spike's mouth and let's not forget the excellent 
groping. He grinned down at Spike and went to the 
kitchen to make some lunch for the two of them. Soda 
for him, more blood for Spike with a cola chaser. He 
quickly tossed together a chicken oriental salad and 
brought everything back to the study on a tray. Spike 
grabbed cola, drained it and then started on the salad, 
now pecking at the keyboard with one hand, phone still 
tucked under his chin and chatting away at Wes. Xander 
just shook his head, why to multitask Spike. He sat back 



at the drawing board and started his own fast-tract 
version. 
 
Spike finally hung up the phone, Wes and he were done 
with research, it was now 4pm, by the time he got back 
to LA it would just be getting dark. He'd drive, slay and 
then drive back here to spend another night with Xander. 
He turned to see that Xander had tacked up his drawing 
and was standing with head at an angle looking at it. He 
walked over silently in his still bare feet. Wow, he knew 
Xander was good with his hands but he didn't realize that 
Xander could draw too. This sketch, almost a blueprint 
was elegant and clean. He could see exactly what Xander 
was trying to do with this piece's graceful lines and 
curved edges. It looked very strong but feminine at the 
same time. He slid an arm around his Xander, "Time for 
me to go, got a place I gotta be and demons to kill. Then 
I'm coming back here . . . er, and I am coming back here, 
right?"  
 
"Yes, you're coming back here, I want this to be your 
home. Angel's just a job." Xander paused and looked 
directly at Spike. "Spike, your job isn't my life anymore. 
But - if you need me, I want you to tell me. Don't protect 
me, don't take risks you don't have to. But - if you get 
killed when I could have helped you I wouldn't forgive 



either of us. I'm out of shape for that, so we'll have to 
make time to start working out and training together. 
But - don't ever go without me if you need me. I love, I 
want you, and in one piece more or less." Xan, ended this 
with a fierce hug and a deep hungry kiss. Whispering 
close to him, "Take care of the beautiful body, I haven't 
finished playing with it yet." With a last nip to his chin 
Xander released him and pushed him toward the 
bedroom. "Get dressed you can't go like that."  
 
Spike quickly dressed and then went out the kitchen, 
after passing by the study to pick-up his notes. He also 
picked up a volume that Wes really wanted to see. 
Xander was standing looking out the window. "Xan is it 
okay if I take Wesley this book?"  
 
Xander turned to look at him, "Sure just bring it back 
sometime." Xander looked at his vamp, now back to 
Spike supreme, gelled hair and black leather duster in 
place. Xander handed him the small cooler that was 
sitting on the counter. "Just a pack of blood and some 
food, don't want you to go hungry. Take care." With this 
Xander gave him a kiss, handed him a blanket and 
pushed him toward the door.  
 
Spike stood by the door, with a smirk of amusement, 



laughing under his breath. "Thanks honey. I'll be home in 
time for breakfast." Spike gave Xander a peck on the 
cheek. Still snickering Spike ducked under the blanket 
and dived into the open door of his car. He gave a last 
wave at Xander as he drove off.  
 
Xander was standing with a bemused expression by the 
door; his hand cupped around his cheek. He smiled, 
returned the wave and went back to work.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Sixteen 

Spike drove with single-minded concentration back to 
Angel's place, he wanted to get this over and done with. 
He wanted to go back to Xander as soon as he could. He 
wasn't even twenty minutes away and already he missed 
him, wanted him. Stupid, he was so stupid, he hadn't 
bothered getting Xander's home phone number or to 
give him his cell phone number. He cursed and drove 
faster. Shaking his head, he pushed all thoughts of 
Xander from his thoughts. If he didn't, he was either 



going to crash and go up in flames or turn around and go 
back to his Xan. He gave a delighted laugh and then 
pushed the speed limit on the way to LA.  
 
The Angel Investigation team was waiting for him in front 
of the Hyperion - or at least Gunn, Wesley and Angel 
were there. Spike squinted his eyes, lowered his head, 
changed to game face and roared onto the sidewalk, 
stopping just in time before he plowed into Angel. Wes 
and Gunn jumped away, Gunn dropped immediately into 
fight mode, but Wes landed on his ass half in the street. 
Angel just stood with a flat, impatient 'why me' look on 
his face.  
 
"Spike," half exasperated and halfway to rage. He turned 
away and gently helped Wesley to his feet. Big agile 
hands attempting to brush the grass and grime off his 
clothes. Well, well looks like a lot's happened since he'd 
been gone. Two someone's were finally starting to notice 
each other.  
 
"Well what y're waiting for I thought we were in a hurry. 
Let's get going. I want to get back to Xander - sometime 
soon." Spike's graceful figure twisted easily out of the 
car, and then casually strolled over to Angel, lighting a 
cigarette as he went.  



 
Angel turned to him and started to reply then took a 
good look a Spike's improbable grin. He took an 
unneeded breath scenting and tasting the changes. 
Happy, sex, Xander, sex, the salt of human sweat, the 
bite of human semen, the copper of human blood, the 
clean desert woods scent of Xander. Inside, Angel was 
reeling, how did vampire hating Xander, missing for 
years, suddenly end-up being a lover to one of the most 
notorious Master vampires in a matter of days. Spike's 
grin grew wider, he could tell Angel knew about Xander 
from the poled-axed look on his face. Oh this couldn't 
have been more lovely if he had planned it.  
 
"Spike," this time half bitten off and Angel turned and 
swept, away his black trench coat flapping around his 
legs in agitation. Gunn grunted at him and started after 
Angel. Wesley who was still shaking off the dust of the 
road, looked excited to see him, not even commenting 
on the Spike's behavior.  
 
"Spike," third times a charm cause, Wes said it with 
thrilled anticipation. Spike gave a completely different 
grin to Wes, knowing all that Wesley cared about was the 
book he'd brought back.  
 



"Nope, not yet, if I give you the book now, you'll be 
completely worthless the rest of night." Spike laughed at 
Wes's disappointed look, then threw an arm around his 
shoulder and started walking after Angel and Gunn. 
"Think of it as a bribe to finish quickly, the sooner we 
slay, the sooner that book is in your hands."  
 
Somehow between the two master vampires, Wesley's 
magic and Gunn's skill with his axe they managed to 
defeat the demons. They were also, bleeding from claw 
marks, limping from repeated blows of reptilian tails, 
filthy with splattered blood or ichor. Spike looked down, 
it must be ichor, cause blood didn't usually come in this 
interesting color of fluorescent blue-green. Or with this 
incredibly bad smell that was making his nose and eyes 
water even though he didn't have to breathe. Angel was 
helping Wes, one arm wrapped around his shoulders, 
since Wes had gotten the worse blow to his thigh which 
was still streaming blood despite the hasty bandage 
Angel had made with his shirt. Spike smirked to himself, 
it must be true love, Angel had sacrificed his silk shirt and 
his hair was sprouting out in different directions with 
distinctive blue-green highlights. He and Gunn exchanged 
laughing glances, but didn't tell Angel about his hair.  
 
It wasn't often that anyone got to play a joke on Angel so 



they intended to enjoy it while they could. Wes might 
have noticed, but really didn't pay attention to things like 
that. One day Spike expected Wesley to show up in the 
nude, cause he forgot to get dressed. The champions 
finally managed to limp their way back to Angel's 
convertible and he took them all to the Hyperion. They 
were still part of Wolfram and Hart, but Angel refused to 
give up his attempt save people, innocent demons or 
anyone who needed him. So the AI team continued to 
work out of the Hyperion, keeping their activities away 
from Wolfram and Hart as best they could. Fred was 
waiting for them, and started in with her babbling even 
as she started cleaning and wrapping Wesley wounds. 
They were all hurt, but Fred's analytical mind, took her 
straight to the worst.  
 
Angel was the last to have his wounds looked after, and 
only after Angel's wounds were cared for did Fred look 
up. She immediately broke into giggles, "Oh . . . your . . . 
oh my . . . How did that happen?" Fred finally managed 
to get out despite her laughter. Angel simply looked 
bewildered then he finally realized that everyone was 
looking at his hair. He reached up to touch his hair, then 
his look of horror caused all of them to break into 
laughter. Angel sighed rolling his eyes, he couldn't help 



the little smile that escaped him as he was again 
surrounded by laughter. 

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
While Angel was learning something new about 
aggravation, Xander was finishing up his drawing and 
hoping that Spike was safe. He smiled to himself as he 
finished up the details. He paused every few minutes to 
sip at his coffee and remember something else about 
Spike. 
 
He couldn't believe it last night when he'd gotten ready 
for bed he realized that he'd spent the entire day without 
his patch and it hadn't even bothered him. He looked, 
really looked at his face in the mirror. Maybe it wasn't so 
bad? It really didn't matter anymore, because Spike loved 
him anyway. Xander grinned again and could feel the 
blush flushing his face. He moaned and buried his face in 
his hands, he had it so bad. It was daylight now and he 
hoped that Spike was okay, he hadn't heard from him all 
day and he was worried. He wished he'd gotten a phone 
number to reach the AI team but he didn't want to 
contact Wolfram and Hart; he was sure that would cause 
nothing but trouble. In the meantime he got busy 



distracting himself with work.  
 
Xander finished his drawing and had set-up a 3-
dimensional image on the computer. This allowed him to 
figure out his material needs and the best method of 
working the pieces of wood together. He was pleased 
with the design and knew it would make a great new 
piece for his shop. He got up and stretched, popping his 
backbone and stretching muscles that had been in one 
place too long. He'd started fixing his dinner when he 
thought he heard the purr of a high-powered engine. 
Spike! He held stiffly still, trembling with anticipation 
waiting to see if the car went past, or stopped in his 
drive. It stopped! Oh, god he was such a girl, but he 
didn't care. His vamp was home, he grinned, wiping his 
hands on the towel and headed out to meet his man.  

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Spike was still grinning as he remembered the look on 
Wes' face. Wesley had begged to be allowed to come 
and really get a good look at Xander's library. Wes was 
happy enough to keep the book from Xander's library. He 
had talked Spike into agreeing to ask Xander when it 
would be okay for Wes to visit. But as much as he like 



Wesley, he hoped it would be a long time till he came to 
stay with him and Xander. Spike was soon parked in 
Xander's driveway, he got out, closed and locked the 
door of the car. Only to turn around and find himself 
with a warm armful of Xander. Spike clung to his warm 
mate, taking a deep breath of Xander's scent, a smell 
he'd grown to love.  
 
Xander hungered for the taste of his vamp. The cool 
touch of being skin to skin with Spike. So he dragged the 
wordless vampire into the kitchen and set him up on the 
counter. He pulled back enough to look at him. Beautiful, 
Spike was beautiful - he started stripping him, duster 
carefully laid over the chair. T-shirt and silk shirt 
carelessly dropped to the floor. He couldn't make it any 
further he was lost in exploring the feel and taste of 
Spike. Soft bleached hair, completely disarrayed by 
Xander's wandering fingers. Scarred brow that had to be 
stroked and tasted with Xander's hot damp tongue. 
Lashes gently mouthed by warm soft lips. Nose to nose 
bumping and rubbing against him. Lips wandering over to 
elegantly curved ears only to carefully bite down, making 
a fading impression. Deep breathe while scenting and 
tasting behind that same ear. Lips and teeth nipping their 
way down Spike's sensitive neck to his collar bone, 
causing the still silent vamp to moan.  



 
Xander paused to look at Spike, Spike's eyes were half-
closed looking completely debauched and satisfied even 
though Xander had yet to complete his exploration. 
Xander went back to his man, carefully licking his way 
down the sternum then wandering off to each peaked, 
pale nipple. So surprising that such a wild, aggressive 
man would have such small delicate pink nipples. Nipples 
soon swollen from his kisses, nips and gentle teething. He 
leaned back again; happy with the now hard reddened 
nipples. And now, now Spike was actually panting for 
unneeded breath, but made no move to take control 
away from his lover. Xander smiled with satisfaction then 
went back to his job - driving Spike insane with lust. He 
abandoned ripe nipples in favor of the happy trail leading 
down to Spike's black, taut jeans. He grinned, Spike's 
cock was hard and evident, he wondered just how hard it 
was going to be to get those pants off.  
 
Spike laid back trying to relax and let Xander keep 
control. Gods, Xander was driving him insane, he didn't 
know how much more he could take, but was so happy 
that Xander wanted him like this he couldn't even think 
about trying to assume control. He moaned deeply as 
Xander explored his abdomen and shuddered when 
Xander starting to mouth the first button of his jeans.  



 
Xander could see the hard outline of Spike's cock and 
better yet the wet patch from the drooling pre-cum. 
Hmm, what to do? With his big hard hands holding onto 
Spike's hips, Xander mouthed at the button, finally 
managing to expose the pink slick tip of Spike's hardness. 
His foreskin pushed aside by the swelling hardness. 
Xander paused to look again at Spike. Spike's eyes were 
now closed, back curved away, causing his hips to be 
thrust forward. Tip of his cock just peeking out from the 
jeans. Xander trembled, gods he was going to cum in his 
pants again and Spike hadn't even touched him yet. He 
fixed his eye on the glistening tip of Spike's penis and 
knew what he had to have.  
 
Spike screamed silently as a hot mouth with teasing 
tongue and teeth locked on the head of his penis and 
Xander began to suck. No not just suck, eagerly lapping, 
licking devouring the taste of him. So obviously enjoying 
his self-appointed task. That was it for Spike, not just the 
physical stimulation of his body, but the obvious joy and 
fierce desire that Xander had for him. He lost it, 
completely lost it, vamping out, his cry of passion turning 
into a low growl. Xander simply swallowed harder, till 
Spike began to soften and Xan stopped to take a much 
needed breath. Spike was in a daze as he looked down, 



Xander was still completely dressed. His long mane of 
hair wild and tangled, patch in place, mouth swollen and 
red, kneeling on the floor in front of him. And once again 
Spike berated himself for being so happy that he'd made 
the other man cum in his pants without even touching 
him. Mine! My boy, my man, my lover. He reached down, 
pulling the man up and crushing him tightly against him. 
The only thing he'd been denied was Xander's mouth 
against his, and he wanted that.  
 
Spike set about exploring the heat and taste of Xander - a 
taste that now held the favor and texture of Spike's 
semen. Xander was soon trembling against him, just as 
roughly exploring the vampire's fangs. He leaned back to 
look at the exotic picture his mate made. "Mine!" not 
realizing that he'd said it out loud. Something he hadn't 
wanted to say out loud, he wasn't really sure how much 
freaky vampire crap Xander would be willing to put up 
with.  
 

�Mine!' was still ringing in Xander's ears, but there was 
really only one reply - "Yours!" And then Xander was off 
and laughing again as his vamp picked him up to carry 
him off to his - no to their bedroom.  

Part Seventeen 



Spike woke-up first again, he'd forgotten to eat yesterday 
and the hunger was gnawing at him. He gently pulled 
away from Xander. Smiling as he watched Xander frown 
in his sleep and then wrap long arms around his pillow 
cuddled with it. He padded quietly to the kitchen and 
heated up a cup of blood - he grinned at the large bright 
red cup, wondering when Xander had found time to buy 
it or more likely have it made - he was pretty sure 
railroad spikes weren't usual fare for most stores. It felt 
so strange to have someone taking care of him. He was 
so used to being the care-giver. Of course he reflected 
this was a more equal relationship, something he 
planned on enjoying for a long time to come. He quietly 
walked back to their bedroom, not wanting to wake 
Xander just yet.  
 
After all, he grinned again to himself, Xander had had an 
exhausting night. There wasn't much they hadn't tried 
and nothing they weren't willing to try. Xander was a 
thoughtful, considerate lover - willing to take him so hard 
that the bed slammed against the wall and plaster was 
shaken off to powder them with drifting flakes of white. 
Willing to do nothing but hold him if he wanted. He 
enjoyed everything Spike had to offer and still managed 
to surprise Spike with his aggressive - delightful love 
making. He stopped to lean against the bedroom door 



still sipping at the now lukewarm blood. His Xan was 
unbelievably responsive, and his Xan was also easily 
pleased, too easily. He wondered if any of the boy's other 
lovers had bothered trying please his Xander - he didn't 
think so. Xander seemed almost shocked at how sensitive 
his neck, inner arms, and the hollow by his pelvic bone 
were. 
 
He looked down at his lover - flat on his stomach, one leg 
stretched out, the other leg curled up, arms still wrapped 
around his pillow, face hidden. Ambient light leaked 
through the window. Early morning breeze stirring the 
leaves on the trees outside. Causing shadow and light to 
dance across his skin. He wished he had some drawing 
skills, or even a camera because there was something 
incredibly sexy about the sleeping man. The sheet pulled 
away to expose one leg, most of his taut round buttocks 
and his broad smooth back. 'Mine', his satisfied thought 
seemed to echo. He didn't even have to think if Xan was 
his, he was well aware of his man's loyalty and ability to 
stand-by his friends.  
 
He smirked as he remembered last night - Xander 
immediately putting aside his patch, not showing one 
second of hesitation or discomfort. Xander with back 
arched off the bed, wailing out loud as Spike deep 



throated him, two fingers firmly stroking Xander's 
prostate. He licked a spot of blood off his bottom lip, but 
instead tasted the salty sweetness and slickness of 
Xander's cum. Xander growling at him, a very credible 
growl for a human, then pinning him face down to the 
bed. He'd stayed down, letting Xander finish his 
exploration. Warm hands gently discovering each secret 
place of his body. Hot mouth following and licking, 
nipping at shoulders, lower back, buttocks, then down 
his legs. Big hot hands curved around his thighs and then 
gliding down to his feet. How shocked he been when 
Xander had gently lifted his feet, caressing, massaging 
and finally kissing his sensitive instep. No one had ever 
worshiped his feet before, he had no idea how erotic it 
could be. He shivered suddenly feeling the lack of heat 
that Xander's larger, warmer body gave him.  
 
He'd been completely relaxed and almost dosing when 
Xander had moved back up to cover him with his body. 
Hardness gently thrusting against him. Then Xander had 
kissed his way down his spine over the curve of his 
buttocks and finally shifting his legs apart. Picking him up 
by the hips and placing a pillow so his hips were tilted up 
and legs spread wide. A venerable position, echoing back 
to the bad old days. Then that hot slick tongue had 
trailed down his crack, mouthing and sucking on his balls. 
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Finally that hot tongue curling against his hole; he'd been 
quivering with anticipation by then. He gave a mocking 
grin, if he hadn't been out of his mind with pleasure (he'd 
ended up rubbing and cumming against the pillow). He'd 
of blushed with the shame of cumming with just the bare 
touch of Xander's tongue against him. Xander had simply 
quickly lubed him up and then buried himself in him. 
Setting up a rough, quick and lovely pace that hit his 
prostate in just the right way. He was glad vampires had 
quick recovery time, because the minute Xander came, 
burying himself balls deep, he'd cum again. He didn't 
know whether to be proud of Xander or ashamed of 
himself, but he was too busy shuddering with pleasure to 
worry about it.  
 
He left his lover sleeping and wandered through the 
house, watering plants, picking up and dusting as he 
went. He finally went to the study and started looking 
through Xander's books. Wesley had asked him to try and 
sort through the books. So he started writing down the 
titles or in some cases tracing the demon markings, when 
he didn't understand the language. He couldn't believe 
how many 'real' volumes Xander had managed to gather 
- he idley wondered if it had something to with Xander's 
demon magnet status. 



 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Xander woke-up well rested and comfortable. He 
stretched out, yawning and then climbed out of the bed. 
Grabbing some sweats from the floor he dressed and 
headed to the kitchen. He needed coffee and then he 
needed his vamp. 'Yes', he jumped up and hit the ceiling - 
'my vamp' - gleefully. Coffee started, he moved off to the 
study, figuring that was only other place his man would 
be. He walked with bare feet quiet on the solid wooden 
floor. He had to grin at the picture his vamp made. Naked 
with an ancient leather bound book close to him, face 
bent till his nose was almost buried in the book, 
squinting at the demon writing. One pale leg swung over 
the arm of the leather chair, the other supporting the 
book. Exposing his cock slack and limp nestled in the 
honey brown curls of his groin. He unknowingly echoed 
Spike, wishing he could paint or at least had a loaded 
camera ready. There was something highly erotic about 
the naked vampire - buried in his book, naked legs and 
soft cock. 'Mine' he thought smugly, 'my' vampire. 
Knowing that even if Spike had to leave to go LA that 
Spike would always let him know. Maybe with a note, 
maybe waking him up with a kiss and cup of coffee. But 



Spike was as much his, as his home or his work.  
 
He turned leaving the vampire to his studying. He 
grabbed a cup of coffee and opened the side door, 
enjoying the cool breeze of the morning. Just as he 
started to settle down with his coffee, he could hear the 
distant ringing of a phone. It wasn't the house phone and 
he refused to use a cell phone so it had to be Spike's. He 
left his coffee and quickly went to the bedroom picking 
up the phone. "Hello?" 
 
Silence - "Hello?", he frowned down at the phone, he 
thought he'd answered the phone correctly. "Hello?" 
 
Angel's voice finally exploded from the phone - "Xander!" 
 
Xander grinned and relaxed on the bed, "Yeah, and what 
can I do for you Deadboy?"  
 
"Why are you answering Spike's phone? Why isn't he 
answering his phone? Where is he, where's Spike?" 
Xander held the phone away with a smirk.  
 
"Wow, Angel that was almost a full on babble. Settle 
down - Spike's here, he's in the study, you want to talk to 
him?" 



 
"No, Xander I want to stay on the phone asking you 
stupid questions. Of course I want to speak to Spike!" 
Exploding again over the phone.  
 
Xander sighed and looked up at the ceiling. Deadboy still 
didn't have much of a sense of humor. He started to get 
up intending to find Spike; instead he saw Spike grinning 
down at him, obviously having heard and enjoyed the 
conversation. Xander smirked back at his still naked lover 
moving over and making room for him on the bed. Spike 
took the phone from him while leaning against him.  
 
"Yo, Peaches, what do y' want? Isn't it too early for you 
to be up and starting this crap?" Xander was gently 
stroking his back, but maded no move to interrupt him.  
 
"We've a got another case this time it's a client of 
Wolfram & Hart, and we need to track down this thing." 
 
"Thing?" 
 
"Spike come on back, we need you." 
 
"Why is it Angel, that when I'm there you tell me how 
much you don't need me? But when I'm with Xander 



suddenly you can't live without me. Tell you what, if you 
get anything real to go on just let me know, but you're 
not keeping me there for no reason. Call me when you 
get something." He hung up the phone and turned in 
Xander's arms to kiss him.  
 
"You know you can't avoid Angel forever, eventually you 
really are going to have to discuss this with him." Xander 
pressed a kiss against his eyebrow gently.  
 
"I know and actually next weekend is Fred's birthday, 
we're planning a big party for her. I'm hoping you'll go 
with me." Spike had hoped to approach this at a better 
time. He wasn't at all sure that Xander would return to 
LA just for him.  
 
"If it's important to you of course I can be there, I'll just 
make sure everything's done on time." The question 
obvious in his voice.  
 
"It's important, if it wasn't for Fred I'd still be a ghost not 
able to touch you. It's thanks to Fred that I'm a real boy." 
He nibbled on Xander's lower lip.  
 
"Then of course I'll go with you." Xander smiled at him, 
"Wherever my love goes I intend to follow." Pausing as 



he got up - "unless I got work I can't get out of." Spike 
gave chase as Xander ran laughing out of the room.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Eighteen 

Spike drove toward LA with Xander asleep practically in 
his lap. It was late at night but as usual Xander had put 
his work first, he was definitely a little blurry around the 
edges by the time he got home. Of course, part of this 
was because he'd been so restless the night before that 
Spike had finally been driven to fuck Xander almost 
unconscious before he went to sleep. Spike smirked 
down at his sleeping prince, not that it had been any 
hardship. He put a new CD in, listening to some soft jazz 
trying to let Xander get as much sleep as possible. He 
wondered whether he should have warned Xander that 
some of the other Scoobies might be coming to Fred's 
birthday party. Fred was friends with both Faith and 
Willow and it was very possible that both or either would 
be there.  
 



Xander had sighed and commented that he didn't expect 
to be able to hide forever, but he did wonder out loud 
how they would feel about Spike. Spike had shrugged, he 
figured he could handle any objections - and wasn't 
afraid to defend Xander, with words or physical violence 
if it came to it. Spike reflected that Xander was perfectly 
capable of defending himself if need be. He reached over 
and gently ran his fingers through Xander's thick mane. 
He loved the touch, scent, sight and sound of his Xander. 
He took an unneeded breath, scenting the desert flowers 
that were Xander. Switching into game face, he fiercely 
vowed to protect his man from anyone - including the 
people who should love Xander best.  
 
Xander slowly awoke, listening to the sounds of the road, 
soft music with Spike's lyrical humming. He was so 
comfortable he hated to wake-up, Spike's thigh was firm 
beneath his cheek. Xander smiled sleepily as he 
remembered the night before. Parts of him were still 
sore, but he somehow felt empty; he missed the feel of 
Spike's hard length in him. He continued resting, listening 
to Spike hum and the feel of him stroking his hair. And so 
he fell back to sleep, still smiling, content to be wherever 
Spike wanted him to be.  
 
Spike parked behind the Hyperion - Fred hadn't wanted 



anything to do with having her birthday party at Wolfram 
& Hart. It had been hard enough to convince to her have 
a party at all. His thigh was warm with the weight of 
Xander and he'd deliberately spread Xander's hair over 
his lap. Gorgeous. He wondered what the girls would 
think, because not a one of them had hair as beautiful 
has his Xan's. He grinned down and gently shook the 
boy's shoulder. "We're here Xander, time to get up 
baby."  
 
Xander curled closer to him and stretched yawning. 
"Where's here Spike?" His voice husky and sexy with 
sleep.  
 
"The Hyperion love. It's almost morning, time for all good 
vamps to be inside, hiding in the dark." Xander sat-up 
blinking long lashes at him.  
 
"But Spike you're not a good vamp, are you?" he almost 
purred rubbing his face against Spike's neck, gently 
nibbling.  
 
Spike laughed and hugged his man close to him. "Good 
enough for you pet." 
 
Xander gave him the bird and got out of the car, arching 



his back and twisting his shoulders, working out the kinks 
after the long drive. He stepped around and helped Spike 
with the luggage, it was amazing how many bags could 
be stuffed in the old car. Spike had insisted on picking 
out clothes for Xander - not even taking Xander - just 
shopping for him. Xander in retaliation had insisted on 
packing his own clothes, so they had three sets of 
clothing. Spike's clothes, Xander's clothes and whatever 
clothes Spike had deemed appropriate. Xander thought 
his taste had grown-up with him and he wasn't sure he 
liked the idea of Spike thinking he needed to dress him. 
But he had to grin and shake his head at Spike's 
excitement. He just had to hope it didn't turn out to be 
leather and chains. Although, after reflecting for a 
moment - he wouldn't really mind leather and chains at 
home. Lousy timing he was starting to get hard and they 
were about to walk into the Hyperion.  
 
Spike glanced sideways at Xander and grinned, he didn't 
know what Xander was thinking about, but he could 
scent the results. He pulled Xan next to him, so they 
were arm in arm - with bags dangling beside them. The 
back door opened to the service elevators, he'd already 
told Angel which rooms he wanted for him and Xander. It 
was a large suite with bedroom, attached bath, living 
area and small kitchen. He wanted to be able to stay in 



their room if they needed to hideout. Xander hadn't 
been to the Hyperion before and was busy looking 
around and admiring the old hotel. Spike could tell 
Xander would want a full tour, soon. He dropped his bags 
to the floor and Xander placed his on the bed. "I'll go get 
the rest of the stuff." Xander turned to look at him.  
 
"Not without me lover boy. Remember where you go, I 
go." Xander wrapped his warm hand around his cooler 
one. Spike shook his head, smiling at Xander and back to 
the car they went. More bags and their ever present 
cooler full of blood and goodies. Back to their room, 
more stuff dropped on the floor, while the blood was 
carefully put away in the refrigerator. They met back in 
the living room. "We might as well go now, before I lose 
my courage." The actual party wasn't till tomorrow but 
most of the out-of-area guests were here tonight.  
 
Spike took a good look at his Xander, as just a man, not 
as his lover or friend. Xander was looking hot even in his 
own clothes. He was wearing a light weight silk sweater 
in green, golden-brown pants, that looked and felt like 
jeans but clung to Xander's muscular thighs, complete 
with brown well-polished work boots. Silver watch 
wrapped around his wrist. He looked up from the strong, 
slim body to the face and hair. Sun-streaked mane of 



hair, curled down past his shoulders, his eye as golden-
brown as his pants and dark eye patch in place. "Nothing 
to be afraid of Xander, as it is, I'm afraid I'll have to beat 
everyone off with a stick." He felt a swell of pride that 
Xander didn't blush or look down. He'd been pounding 
into the boy how handsome he was, until Xander was 
finally able to look and see what Spike saw. He no longer 
hid his eye or his body from Spike, confident that Spike 
liked him as he was. He now only wore the patch out of 
the house and Spike respected that.  
 
Xander took an equally distant look at Spike. Spike was as 
beautiful as always. Svelte and lean, with ice blonde hair 
and grey-blue eyes. He'd put on black leather pants with 
a deep grey sweater, black Doc Martens and his long 
duster only accented the long line of his body. Spike had 
never had anything to be ashamed of but he looked 
particularly good this evening. Eatable in fact with silver 
rings, and bands on his wrists. He looked happy, Xander 
blinked dazed for a moment - he made Spike happy. He 
grinned at Spike and took a tighter grip on his hand.  
They both walked down the hall to the stairs and then 
headed down, they could hear people talking and moving 
as they walked down. But neither were really paying 
attention to that, unfortunately they were too lost in 
each other to monitor the reaction they got from the 



crowd below them. It took the stunned silence to bring 
them back and see the crowd watching them with 
various expressions of disbelief, lust, awe, astonishment 
and in one case anger.  
 
Angel watched unable to believe that this was Xander. 
Sure in the video Xander had looked really good. But 
really good didn't even begin to describe the two men in 
front of him who could easily have posed for a magazine 
ad. Xander was completely different, he wasn't the shy, 
tense insecure boy who couldn't stand his own silence 
and always filled it in with the meaningless babble of his 
youth. He wasn't the bloated, weary man that had 
survived the First. If anything he looked younger, slim 
and exotic with his patch and thick sun drenched head of 
hair that Angel could only envy. He turned to look closer 
at Spike. Spike was even hotter that usual. But what was 
completely different was that they were happy. 
Completely, confidently happy with each other. Holding 
hands so naturally. He'd found the idea of them together 
impossible. But now seeing them together; he couldn't 
think of either of them being apart.  
 
Angel wasn't the only one looking at them. Fred was 
simply happy to see her friend and see that he was 
happy. She admired the picture they made together. She 



didn't consider it strange at all. She was just happy that 
Spike seemed so happy. He was still her friend. 
 
Gunn was here for Fred and couldn't care either way. But 
he did admire the boots and was sure that both men 
were loaded down with hidden weapons.  
 
Wesley was envious that the two men could be so 
obviously together and supportive of each other. He 
looked wistfully at Angel who was still standing looking 
stunned at the two men. He bit down on his lip 
wondering if Angel would ever look at him the way Spike 
was looking at Xander.  
 
Lorne was also envious, he had little flings here and 
there, but no one that would stand at his side with him. 
And he was always able to appreciate good-looking men. 
He could literally feel the happiness that these two 
seemed to vibrate with.  
 
Willow was trembling with joy, her Xander was here, he 
was alive, he was whole, he looked happy and boy did he 
look hot. She was still angry about the disappearing act, 
but she could really understand the need to get away 
and find time for yourself. She blushed at the thought of 
her old best friend and Spike together. The thought of 



the two of them was alien. But when you saw them 
together you knew it worked on all levels and that they 
were happy. Both of them were unbelievably hot.  
 
Faith was envious of the two of them. She couldn't 
believe that this was the same boy, the one she'd thrown 
away, not even giving him a chance. Almost killing him. 
Or the same man who'd been so worn at the end. She 
narrowed her eyes, she'd tasted both of these men and 
wondered what it would be like to be loved by both of 
them. She regretted it but it was too late, she now knew 
she'd had a chance at love with Xander - but she'd 
carelessly pushed him away. 
 
Giles was desperately polishing his lenses. He'd come to 
share information with Wesley and had also brought him 
some research information. He was shaking with the 
desire to hug his almost son, a person he'd admired and 
loved, but he'd never let him know it. He was also afraid, 
afraid that this vampire would hurt him. But even the 
stiff Britisher could see the love these two had for each 
other. He sighed and resolved to take the time to better 
get to know both Xander and Spike.  
 
A few people who worked at Wolfram and Hart and the 
AI team actually liked were there. None of them knew of 



the boys' situation but had to admire the two handsome 
men silhouetted on the stairs. Harmony was jealous that 
her blonde cuddle bear was so obviously in love and 
finally understood that Spike had never really wanted 
her. It hurt.  
 
Dawn had been staying with Willow during her break, so 
had decided to come with Willow. She was excited to see 
the two men she loved best together. She stood with a 
proud smile on her face. She couldn't wait to talk to them 
and tease them about being together.  
 
Buffy wasn't supposed to be here, she'd simply been 
bored and asked Willow if she could come along. She was 
shocked to see them. Willow hadn't told her that Xander 
might be here. She was torn, between rage that Spike 
and Xander had so obviously forgotten their love and 
devotion to her, lust, because both of them were hot 
looking men, sadness, because she had thought the boy 
and vampire were her friends, yet neither of them had 
made an effort to contact her, and fear, that the vampire 
would hurt her Xander shaped friend and probably 
eventually turn him. It was obvious even to her that 
Spike would never voluntarily yield Xander, not even to 
death.  



 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Xander swallowed nervously, he could tell that people 
were surprised to see him. Or at least surprised at the 
way he looked after all these years. He could feel himself 
tense and remembered the many insults of his supposed 
friends. After being told so many times by both family 
and friends how worthless you are, it was really hard to 
face them. He could feel his defensive shell creeping 
back, he couldn't risk being brought down by his 'friends', 
friends he'd done so much better without. He let Spike 
go a little ahead of him and watched the others warily.  
 
Spike could feel Xander tense, his posture had become 
tight with his head slightly drooped. When Xander 
dropped back he couldn't let it go on, he stopped and 
turned to Xander. Xander wasn't looking at him, his 
haunted eye was watching the people one step below. 
Spike didn't care about the people watching, he did care 
that his lover, his mate could be made so intimidated by 
his old friends and AI team most of whom Xander at least 
knew if not well. He gathered Xander in his arms, and 
gave an intense kiss without regard to Xander's frail 
humanity just intent on letting everyone know that 



Xander was his. He needed to remind Xander that he was 
loved, and anytime Xander wanted to leave they would 
do so.  
 
The AI teams and Scoobies watched the Kiss, with a 
capital K - Kiss. They were passionate, mouth to mouth - 
groin to groin, Spike's hands were lost in the Xander's 
hair. Xander's arms had come around to hold Spike, one 
hand drifting down to cup Spike's perfect ass. And god 
they looked hot together, when Xander moaned and 
thrust his hips closer. Spike's low growl accompanied his 
changing to game face and there were gasps from the 
Scoobies as they saw drops of blood trail down Xander's 
chin. Only to see Spike stop to lick-up the spatters with 
cat like neatness. "Mine" was quickly followed by "Yours" 
and no one could tell which of them had spoken but 
knew they belonged together.  
 
Spike gently pulled away from Xander, happy that Xander 
was completely back to himself. His eye bright with 
intelligence, passion and laughter. Posture straight and 
shoulders loose. Good, this is what his Xan really was, no 
one would ever cause Xander to be sad while he was 
here to prevent it. He took Xander's hand again and 
stood straight beside him, daring anyone to try and bring 
Xander down. Daring anyone to try and come between 



them.  
 
Willow broke the ice by walking up and hugging both of 
them. She broke away to glare at Spike, "you take care of 
him." She turned back to Xander, and she looked at him - 
really looked at him, she hadn't really seen him and not 
just because of distance and time. But because events 
had combined to make her forget how much she had 
loved and needed her friend. After the first year Xander 
left she had realized what a really bad friend she was. 
She'd also broken with Kennedy, who she'd eventually 
realized was completely egocentric and not really very 
bright with it. She stood back with tears in her eyes. 
Xander looked strong, intelligent, and passionately in 
love with Spike. She realized she was forgiven when he 
gently wiped away her tears and then hugged her tightly. 
She vowed never to lose touch with him again. They told 
her how much they missed her and admired her soft blue 
sweater worn with a long jean skirt and black boots.  
 
Dawn immediately threw herself at them, hugging and 
kissing them, so glad see them. She loved that they were 
together and tried to talk them into coming to visit her at 
college so she could show them off. They marveled at 
how tall and beautiful she was, her hair was still long but 
cut in layers. She was still in her usual T-shirt and jeans, 



but they suited her.  
 
After that everyone else started talking and chatting with 
them and each other. Xander politely took one glass of 
wine, but only sipped occasionally. Everyone wanted to 
know what he was doing. But Xander never got a chance 
to say, Spike was extremely proud of his man, and would 
immediately boast about how well Xander's business was 
doing and what a beautiful home he shared with Spike.  
 
Gunn wanted to know about the demon population near 
their home and what kind of patrol they had set-up and 
what weapons they practiced with. He talked to Xander 
about low cost furniture, for his gang - who were still 
fighting the good fight in the rougher neighborhoods.  
 
Willow just continued to stand near and softly spoke to 
Xander telling him of her new lover in Pittsburgh, a lover 
much more like Tara than Kennedy. How she was 
working with a local coven to continue to build and 
control her powers. Her continued computer research 
and working with the watcher's council to rebuild their 
library. Fred soon joined them and stammered her 
thanks that Spike and Xander had come to her party. 
First Spike then Xander hugged her, Spike with gratitude 
and affection. Xander hugged her, because of everything 



she'd done for Spike and the many stories that Spike had 
told him. They both admired her simple soft shirt with 
long black skirt and chunky shoes. Soon Willow and Fred 
were chatting away in computerese and talking about 
things that neither of the boys were interested in. And so 
they continued their circuit through the room.  
 
Giles gave in and hugged Xander after talking to him 
briefly, he was fiercely glad his boy had done well, he 
wished he'd done more to help and encourage Xander. 
He thought of all the wasted opportunities and vowed 
that it would never happen again. Xander had rested for 
a minute in his arms and then shyly told him how much 
he'd admired and respected Giles. Giles in return told 
him how proud he was of Xander. Leaving him feeling 
guilty, when he could see how much that meant to 
Xander. Xander couldn't believe how good Giles looked, 
he'd hardly aged, just a few more smile lines and some 
extra gray in his hair.  
 
Lorne invited the boys to his club and asked Spike to sing, 
not because he wanted to read him, but because he'd 
heard that Spike could sing a kiss ass rendition of the 
Ramones. Spike took Lorne in stride but the demon's 
glittery blue/green suit caused Xander to blink rapidly, he 
wasn't sure whether it was shock or the simple 



brightness of the outfit.  
 
Angel and Wesley stood near each other, but didn't really 
make direct eye contact with each other. Still Spike had 
hopes that the two of them would eventually work 
something out. Both of them would be much happier 
together than frustrated and alone. Angel didn't really 
have much to say, just that he was glad Xander could join 
them. Wesley eagerly questioned Xander about his books 
and rather timidly asked if could visit. Xander was all 
smiles due to Wesley's enthusiasm and gave him an open 
invitation to come and even borrow any book he needed. 
Spike sighed to himself at that - so much for being alone 
with Xander. Wes was both more relaxed, casual and 
finally seemed comfortable with himself.  
 
Faith spoke briefly and rather superficially to both the 
men, not really wanting to revisit the past. The here and 
now was enough for her. Besides she couldn't change the 
past. Both men watched her leave, wondering if Faith 
would ever find peace.  
 
Buffy continued to watch both of them. Envious of their 
obvious love and not willing to believe that Xander could 
possibly be so independently successful. She 
remembered how beautiful her weapons chest was and 



the other things that Xander had made but couldn't 
believe he'd be as successful as Spike said. She had yet to 
find anyone to make her truly happy. Still not willing to 
realize that happiness lay within. She watched the two 
men wandering through the room talking and catching 
up with everyone. When they finally met at the buffet 
table - they smiled and touched hands, little fingers 
wrapped around each, sharing a gentle kiss before they 
both turned back to their other friends. She'd never had 
that in her life and she bitterly thought that she never 
would. She briefly spoke with Spike - Hi, glad to see, 
maybe we'll see each again sometime - real sincere. She 
spent more time with Xander, asking about his business 
and carefully avoiding anything about Spike. Xander was 
sad to see his friend still trying to dress like a teenager. It 
wasn't that Buffy wasn't young, it was just that the 
clothes didn't suit her anymore. He talked about general 
things and soon they drifted away from each other.  
 
Soon the humans in the crowd grew tired and the real 
party wasn't till tomorrow, so everyone split to go to 
their homes or up to their rooms. It was shaping up to be 
an interesting birthday party for Fred.  

 
 



 
 
 

Part Nineteen 

Spike got up late in the evening it was after 2am, (maybe 
he should say early in the morning), but he was restless 
and hungry. He slid carefully away from Xander not 
wanting to wake his sleeping lover. Xander frowned then 
curled up around his pillow, but didn't wake. He picked 
up his jeans off the floor and slipped them on, still 
shirtless and barefoot. Spike quietly went out to the 
hallway, closing the door behind him. He walked through 
the halls of the old hotel. He didn't know them well, but 
he'd been here several times before. He finally reached 
the kitchen and pulled his blood out of the frig - human, 
not the nasty pig's blood Angel drank. After the ding he 
opened the back kitchen door and stood, smoking and 
sipping at his blood, game-faced scenting the air around 
him. Happy and content, he thought about his life now, 
what more could a demon want - well except for the 
bloodshed. He turned his head, hearing someone enter 
the kitchen.  
 
Angel was worrying about the party, he didn't think 
anything would go wrong, but put together a room full of 



volatile, partying, drinking people and anything could 
happen. Besides, he still couldn't get used to sleeping at 
night and was a frequent nightwalker in the old hotel. 
Something he avoided at Wolfram and Hart. He might as 
well eat. He knew as soon as he stepped near the kitchen 
that Spike was there, but he ignored the vampire 
standing by the door. At least Spike was smoking outside. 
After the blood was finished, he stepped outside with 
Spike. Spike glanced at him and handed him a cigarette. 
"Got brooding down to a fine art, don't you brood-boy." 
Angel sighed but didn't bother responding. Spike glanced 
at him, and shook his head, "Can't believe you got 
dressed just to come down for a cup of that nasty stuff."  
 
Angel shrugged, "Lately I've had to leave on the run, it 
saves time to be dressed. I never forgot the time I ended 
up in the sewer without any shoes, trust me you don't 
want to go there." He finished the cigarette and ground it 
out on the bottom of his shoe, throwing the butt into his 
empty cup. He turned toward Spike, "So, Xander?"  
 
"Yeah, Xander." Spike couldn't control his smile at 
thought of his lover. "Got a business he loves, co-workers 
that think the world of him, a home practically made for 
a vampire boyfriend. Enough mystical books to keep 
even Wesley happy. Told me, he'd never stop me from 



helping you, even if I had to stay here a while. Told me he 
loved all of me, bloody vampire, poetry man and sappy 
hero. Also told me if I was in danger and didn't tell him; 
he'd kill me if I survived.  
 
And right on cue, the phone began to ring. The two 
vampires exchanged glances, knowing that no one called 
at 2am for anything fun. Angel grabbed the phone and a 
note pad and started jotting down information in his 
archaic writing. He hung-up and looked at Spike, "That 
was one of our old Angel contacts. There's some demon 
with a couple vamps making trouble down by the youth 
center. She heard screaming. Go get dressed, I'll grab 
Gunn, call Wesley and then we can leave." 
 
"Okay, I'll tell Xan too, he might want to come."  
 
"Do you think that's smart, Spike?" 
"Boy won't come unless we need him, but I'm gonna 
wake him up and tell him."  
 
"Should you do that, I mean wake him up." 
 
"Promised the boy, I'd always let him know and always 
ask for help if I needed it. You should know more than 
anyone else that I take my promises seriously." With that 



Spike sprang away quickly to his room, abandoning his 
cup on the kitchen table.  
 
Angel shook his head and then put the cup in the sink. 
Reaching out for the phone, he called Wes, then called 
Gunn on the internal phone. Soon everyone but Wes was 
outside by the car. Fred was dressed in an old flannel 
robe, Xander was wearing jeans but otherwise bare, 
Lorne was in a brocade silk dressing gown. Xander looked 
at Spike, "You have everything you need with you? Are 
you sure you don't need me?"  
 
"Just a few vamps luv, nothing that should make any of 
us raise a sweat - even if we could." He leaned next to his 
lover and kissed him quickly. A kiss being echoed by 
Gunn and Fred.  
 
Lorne simply gestured toward Angel, "Take care brown 
eyes." Then the three were off, with Wesley planning on 
meeting them there.  
 
Xander watched the convertible till it was out of sight. He 
turned with the others and headed for the kitchen. 
"Coffee?" Fred nodded and Lorne frowned and got some 
juice out the refrigerator. Soon the three of them were 
sitting down drinking, "I never realized how hard it was 



just to wait. I'd never let the others go without me, not if 
I could help." Fred nodded sipping on her creamed filled 
cup of coffee, so much cream it was caramel in color. 
"Half the time they'd told me not to come, that I was 
useless, or in the way or just going to end-up being a 
hostage." He sighed, "Still I'd insist on going along." 
 
Fred nodded, "It's hard, I mean, I know I can't really be of 
any help physically, but sometimes I have great ideas." 
Wistfully, "I hate being left behind, not knowing what's 
happening. I always want to know what's going on. I 
know they lie to me, they don't want me to worry, but I'd 
still like to know."  
 
Xander was nodding with Fred, having lost track of how 
many I's she'd just used in her last statement. "I guess we 
have to hope nothing goes wrong, I mean, I'm not sure I 
can handle wondering if there was anything I could have 
done to help them."  
 
Lorne sighed, "At least you used to help the old gang, I'm 
never a help to anyone. Sure I'm a great entertainer, and 
can tell people which direction to go if they sing for me. 
But really there's a reason I banned all fighting from my 
little place." He shrugged, "I'm a lover not a fighter." 
 



Xander had to laugh and grinned back at Lorne. The 
three of them simply continued chatting and getting to 
know each other. Xander found he really liked both of 
them. Fred might be shy and geeky, but she was also 
friendly and funny. Lorne had a cynical view of the world, 
but was still willing to enjoy everything the world had to 
offer. He had witty, biting insights on the vampires and 
members of the Scooby gang. They also reminisced 
about Cordelia, laughing at Xander's stories about high 
school and closets. Xander was just thinking about 
making more coffee when their guys showed up. 
Battered, splattered with someone else's blood, clothes 
torn, but grinning and obviously triumphant. Spike 
smirked at Xander, then made to hug him. "No - ugh - get 
away, you're covered with Agh . . . " And Xander was off 
and running up the stairs with Spike chasing after him. 
Leaving the others in the kitchen still talking. Only to hear 
the faint peal of laughter moments later as Spike caught 
up with Xander. 

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Fred looked at the box with trepidation. Spike and 
Xander had insisted that she open their present before 
the party and wear it if she wanted to. She knew she was 



pretty mousey looking and that she tended to babble on 
when she started dwelling on the whys, wherefore of the 
way things worked. She had to admit that Xander had a 
certain style and Spike dressed with flare, they both 
always looked good. She just wasn't sure how that would 
translate into a gift for her. She sighed, even though the 
boys had reassured she didn't have to wear their gift; she 
knew she would never get over the guilt if she didn't 
wear it. She just hoped it was something she could live 
with.  
 
Several minutes later and Fred was dressed, she stood 
stunned looking in the bathroom mirror. She'd expected 
a skimpy dress, instead she was dressed in velvet pants, 
with a velvet top. Well at least part of it was velvet. The 
velvet was rather like a halter top, sleeves and bottom of 
the blouse were of a loose transparent material trimmed 
with more velvet. The shoes in the bottom of the box 
where soft leather, almost like ballerina shoes. The 
crushed velvet was more red than pink or brown, yet had 
hints of both when she moved. She swallowed, blinking 
back tears as she looked at herself, she couldn't believe 
how simple but elegant she looked. And the only thing 
more comfortable would have been pajamas. She was 
awed by the fact that two boys could pick out the perfect 
outfit for her. Still trembling she grabbed the little make-



up she had and the few hair things. A minute later she 
was outside Spike and Xander's room rapping quietly, 
afraid she'd interrupt them.  
 
Spike who'd been seriously thinking about jumping 
Xander in the shower, turned with irritation toward the 
door. He started to vamp out but then caught the clean, 
sweet scent of Fred. Wondering if there was a problem 
with her outfit, he opened the door. Spike caught an 
unneeded breath, even with her hair still damp from the 
shower, no make-up and glasses askew Fred looked 
great. Her cheeks were flushed and her eyes bright with 
unshed tears, arms full of feminine equipment. And then 
Fred was in his arms, babbling something even his 
hearing had trouble with. He just held her and let her get 
it out of her system. He figured eventually she'd slow 
down and he could figure out how help her.  
 
Xander came out the bathroom, one towel around his 
waist and another in his hands as he towel dried his hair. 
He stopped surprised to see their door open with Spike's 
arms wrapped around Fred. He stepped forward and 
gently touched Spike on the arm. "Spike?" 
 
Spike slowly released Fred, turning to touch Xander's un-
patched eye. "It's okay, Spike, I don't think Fred will 



mind." In answer to Spike's unasked question. "Fred 
what's wrong honey?"  
 
Fred looked up at Xander, "I . . . well . . . this . . . it's 
beautiful." Ending with a wail.  
 
"Sweetheart the outfit's only as beautiful as the girl in it." 
Xander touched her cheek then carefully straightened 
her glasses.  
 
"Gunn . . . Charles, thinks that too." Shy again and we're 
back down to a whisper. Sometimes Spike thought Fred 
had only two speeds, on and off.  
 
"What can we do for you bit?"  
 
Fred looked down to the make-up and hair stuff, lifted 
her arms and said, "Help?" 
 
Spike grinned, "Want me to play maid do ya, haven't had 
a chance at that since Dru." He tilted his head 
considering her. "Okay, go sit down." Xander watched in 
bemusement as Spike studied Fred.  
 
"Hey!" Spike had grabbed the towel out of his hand and 
was busy drying off Fred's hair. Of course, he reflected, it 



could have been the towel around his waist, he quickly 
left to dress before Spike grabbed that towel too.  
 
After roughly drying her hair, Spike studied the make-up 
she had brought with her. One foundation, not the right 
color for his Fred and she didn't really need it anyway. 
Two lipsticks; one matte brick red almost brown - too 
dark. One a frosty pink, he shuddered - too light. Navy 
mascara, that was okay. No brow stuff, no eyeliner, no 
blush? He looked up at Fred, "This it?" Fred bit her lip 
and nodded. "So'kay I can work with this." He turned and 
yelled toward the bedroom, "Xander bring my stuff." 
 
Xander paused while tying his shoes - stuff? He thought 
of Fred with all her girl stuff. Spike must mean his party 
stuff. He got the bag full of junky silver necklaces, 
bracelets, rings, nail polish (mostly black), eyeliner (only 
black) - you know - Spike's regular club gear. Xander 
dropped the bag near Spike then hurriedly backed away, 
he might love Spike, but he wasn't that gay.  

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Lorne had done his best to make sure Fred's birthday was 
a success. He'd gotten a catered buffet set-up, and there 



was a three-piece jazz band in the corner and an open 
bar. All of Fred's friends from work were here, the out of 
town white hats were here and the old Angel gang were 
present, even Harmony. The only ones missing were 
Spike, Xander and the guest of honor. Lorne was trying to 
get everyone to mix together, starting conversations 
here, thrusting drinks in empty hands and just generally 
trying to keep everyone busy till Fred arrived. He was just 
about ready to go looking for her when he glanced up 
the stairs. "Uhm, guys, guys . . . " He walked over and 
bumped into Angel and Wesley. They turned to look up 
the stairs and watched stunned as Fred was escorted 
down the stairway. She looked wonderful, hair swept-up 
to show her long elegant neck. Her eyes somehow larger. 
She wore just a hint of lipstick, her glasses somehow 
managed to frame her pretty eyes. It was Fred only 
better. The velvet of her outfit brought out the color in 
her cheeks and showed off her pale skin and brunette 
hair. Gunn turned to see what everyone else was looking 
at and promptly dropped his drink, Wes thought wistfully 
of what might have been, then looked warmly at Angel.  
 
The Scoobies were amazed at Fred's transformation but 
were more concerned about her escorts. Spike and 
Xander stood at either side, Xander in a deep brown suit 
with a vest to match Fred's outfit. Spike in a black suit 



but with a velvet lapel. They made it obvious that while 
they were well dressed and attractive, their purpose was 
only to accompany Fred. In no way were they trying to 
steal her moment.  
 
Gunn hadn't even noticed Spike or Xander all his 
concentration was for Fred. He watched her till she 
reached the bottom of the stairs and then forgot 
everything as he kissed her. Only to suddenly jerk away 
at the sound of clapping, whistling, and laughter. He 
flushed but hugged Fred and then grinned as Lorne 
handed them both a drink. "A toast to the most beautiful 
girl here tonight, Fred - Happy Birthday!"  
 
The party moved on and so far everyone was getting 
along together. Spike and Xander made the circuit, eating 
from the buffet, sharing birthday cake and watching as 
presents were opened. Spike was happy because so far 
everyone was being nice to Xander. And right now if 
Xander was happy, Spike was happy. Xander and Giles 
had spoken about his business and then Xander had 
asked about the watcher's council. Giles was delighted to 
know that Xander could do special work for them if 
needed. Willow and Xander had a few ackward moments 
but then simply gave up trying to talk and explain, 
instead they just fiercely hugged each other and started 



talking about their lives now. Spike couldn't hear their 
conversation, but he could see their affection and he was 
happy with that. Dawn had hugged Xander then taken 
him into a quiet corner and yelled at him.  
 
Spike could only grin as his Dawnie threatened to come 
after Xander if he ever disappeared again. He couldn't 
believe how grown up his girl was. He idly wondered 
about the other lost Scoobie, he hadn't known him well 
but he actually missed the wolf sometimes. So far Buffy 
and Xander had managed to avoid each other, whether it 
was an accident or on purpose he wasn't sure. He'd 
spent time talking with everyone, even with Angel. Funny 
this used to feel, well not like a home, but a least a place 
he was welcomed. Now he felt like a visitor, and this 
wasn't the place for him anymore. He'd already decided 
he would help long distance. Organize Xander's library, 
research and if Angel needed him, he'd come as soon as 
he could - but with Xander he was home. Angel had been 
nice about it, he'd agreed and he was even going to get 
paid. He was at peace with Xander. It seemed safe 
enough for his man, so he walked outside to join the 
smokers, wanting to get away from all those Happy-
meals-with legs. He sighed, sometimes he missed the 
simplicity of taking what he wanted and damned to 
everything else.  



 
Xander had been talking briefly with a man interested in 
advertising his business. But the truth was, he couldn't 
handle any more business, unless they went to machine-
made products, something he didn't want to do so he 
politely declined and moved away when he could. He 
grinned at Fred and Gunn, there was soft jazz music 
playing and the couple were gently swaying to the music. 
He noticed Spike making an exit and he leaned against 
the wall, drinking his ice tea and watching the dancers. 
Just happy to rest for a while. He was glad for Fred but 
would be just as happy to get back home. He closed his 
eye, swaying, listening to the music. He tensed as he felt 
someone staring at him. He opened his eye to see Buffy 
standing right next to him. "Buffy?"  
 
"Xander . . . " Buffy seemed to gather herself together, 
she was clearly still angry, but it was mixed with sadness. 
"Giles, Willow and well everyone's been making me learn 
how to try to control myself. You know to use my words 
instead of my stake." She shook her head. "You don't 
know how hard that is, cause what I want to do is yell at 
you till you agree with me - even though I know it means 
I'm not listening to what you want. I want to pound on 
you forcing you to agree with me, then I want to drag 
you back home with me." She took a deep breath. "I'm 



still angry with you. Angry that you left, angry that you 
didn't let us know you were okay or try to keep in touch. 
Angry that you could find happiness with a vampire when 
I couldn't. Angry that your life has been so successful 
without me, I mean without us. I always thought you 
needed me, uh, us." Agitated she turned around. "Color 
me surprised when it turns out that I'm the one who 
needed you." She started to walk away, Xander reached 
out and grabbed her hand.  
 
She turned toward him then reached out to hug him. 
"I'm so sorry, so sorry we didn't really see you, so sorry 
you didn't have room to grow, that you couldn't find 
yourself without leaving us, leaving me. I've missed my 
Xander shaped friend." Buffy rested against him.  
 
"I'm okay now Buffy, but you've got stop this, I'm 
beginning to feel like a potted plant. Next you'll be 
wanting to fertilize me." Xander gently joked with Buffy 
giving her time to recover.  
 
"Everyone blamed me when you disappeared. Because 
I'd been so hard on you. Because I'd told you and 
everyone else how useless you were. I didn't realize how 
much everyone else needed you, that you held us 
together. And everyone - I mean everyone from Giles to 



Willow to the potentials told me how much you'd done 
to keep things together. How much they all wanted to 
see you and be able to speak to you. It was a long time 
till everyone forgave me. - It'll be even longer before I 
forgive myself. Giles even pulled out his journals and 
made me listen to all the times you saved the day." A 
quiet pause. "I mean saved me."  
 
"Buffy, it's okay, it wasn't just you. It was everything, my 
eye, my parents, Anya's death, Spike's death. I just 
couldn't take it anymore, I mean I gave you six years of 
my life. I needed to find out what really made me happy. 
And I am happy, happy with my job, my life, my lover. It's 
all good." Buffy gave him one more quick hug then went 
to talk with Willow. Neither of them really able to talk 
easily together, at least not yet. Xander was glad, he 
knew he'd never be a part of the group again, but he'd 
keep in contact now. Giles and Willow had his business 
card with personal numbers and e-mail address. He 
wished them all well but had his own life to lead.  

 
 
 
 
 



Part Twenty 

They went up and stairs and Xander pushed Spike to the 
shower, saying he had some stuff to do. Spike was 
disappointed, he'd discovered he loved hot showers with 
Xander and what it usually led to. He sighed and soaped 
up, quickly getting through his shower wanting to join 
Xander in bed. He walked out naked and stopped in 
surprise. The lights were off, but candles were lit 
throughout the room, the flames flickered off the naked 
figure on the bed. Xander's body gleamed and glittered 
with gold, and it wasn't just his tan. Spike could see the 
cinnamon oil from the doorway. "Want you Spike." 
Xander was laying on his back, cock standing proud as 
liberally coated with the warming oil as his body. Two 
seconds later his body was melting into his boy's already 
prepared body.  
 
Losing his mind in the heat and spice that was all Xander. 
Mouth to mouth, tongues twisting together desperately 
as if it had been years instead of hours that they'd been 
together. No one had ever put so much into a kiss with 
him. Angelus wouldn't have bothered, and Dru was more 
interested in her pleasure than his and her oral fixation 
was for feeding not for loving. He was losing control and 
needed to cum quickly before he hurt his lover. He 



plunged in powerfully, but making sure to hit Xan's 
prostate with each stroke. Reaching down he slicked his 
hand up and down Xander's hard and weeping cock, 
stroking him the way only another man could. Hard, firm 
strokes, digging his nails in at just the right moment. 
Xander gasped and thrust against him harder. Spike 
growled as the hot, taut tunnel he was in tightened 
impossibly around him. Both of them cumming together, 
Xander's hot cum splattering over his stomach and chest. 
Spike shuddered as he came into Xander. Clinging, with 
mouths still hot and hard together. Spike wondered 
when it was that kissing his lover became better than 
drinking the blood of a slayer, better than battling the 
newest demon, almost better than the sex. Xander, 
finally out of breath broke away only to whisper "Love 
you," against his skin as they relaxed and fell twined 
together into a deep sleep.  
 
Spike woke-up alone. He was really getting frustrated 
with his mate. He liked waking up wrapped around his 
warm body. He twisted out of bed, ready to storm off 
after Xander, not caring whether he was naked or not. 
Only to stop, after seeing a note taped to the door.  
 
'Lover,  
 



I wanted to say good-bye to the gang but didn't want to 
make you go through that. I know part of you still loves 
Buffy. And I know you have a hard time trusting Giles and 
Willow after everything that happened at the end. I'll tell 
Dawnie how much you love her and miss her. So I'm 
going out to breakfast with them, just to say good-bye. 
Besides, don't you think it's time you really talked to 
Deadboy?  
 
Love you, Baby  
(And you have no idea how hard it was to not molest you 
in your sleep!)' 
 
Spike rested his forearm on the door and stood still for a 
moment. His boy was always one step ahead of him. 
After a quick shower, he dressed in his black jeans, and T-
shirt, then strolled out looking for Angel.  

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
Xander was sitting at the diner with Giles, Willow, Faith, 
Buffy and Dawn. Ever ready, Willow had brought a 
notebook and they all exchanged addresses, phone 
numbers and e-mail addresses. Giles rather excitedly told 
Xander about the new watchers, the changes they'd 



made, the awakened slayers they'd found and some of 
the problems they'd had to face. Still he was busy and 
enjoying himself with the reorganization. He saw Olivia 
more frequently and seemed happy with that 
arrangement.  
 
Willow was helping to rebuild the supernatural part of 
the council including a rather large coven, and helping to 
rebuild, as well as re-organizing, the library. She too was 
happy and satisfied. She had two new lovers both of 
them from the coven, an older woman and a younger 
man. Xander laughed at the picture of them together. 
The young man (not that much younger) had an almost 
scared expression on his face; as if he didn't know 
whether he was in heaven or if he should run for the 
hills.  
 
Faith was in charge of the Cleveland Hellmouth along 
with several awakened slayers, who all rotated in and out 
so no one got overwhelmed or fatigued. The new slayers 
spent time training with Buffy. They then took turns 
working at the Hellmouth and finally at the new 
Watcher's Council learning how to research and work 
with other people. Slayers were no longer on their own 
with only a watcher for help. Faith, being..., well Faith, 
took lovers when and where she pleased but kept them 



separated from her slayer life.  
 
Buffy and Dawn were still staying together. Buffy just 
finishing her Master's Degree in counseling and Dawn 
was still an undecided sophomore at the same college. 
The new slayers lived with them during breaks and 
trained hard throughout the summer, before they could 
be sent to the Hellmouth. Buffy's career in counseling 
was a valuable asset allowing her to break through and 
talk with both the girls and their parents. Trying to 
resolve issues before they became problems. Both girls 
had been dating but nothing serious. They both loved 
college and finally were able to concentrate on school 
and having a good time. 
 
Xander was getting tired of blushing a habit he'd love to 
break, after describing everything that happened 
between his work and then Spike. Then Faith had given a 
him warm look up and down and commented about how 
she'd have kept him if she'd known he was going to turn 
out so good. Buffy elbowed her, but laughed and 
admitted that he looked better and younger than they 
did. Dawn just smiled and clung to his hand, saying she 
was glad her two boyfriends had gotten together. On the 
other side for once Willow didn't have a lot to say, she 
just clung to him and quietly told him how much she 



missed her friend.  
 
All four of them teased him for details about his 
relationship with Spike. He wasn't used to the other 
Scoobies telling him how proud they were of him and 
how much they missed him. They were all amazed at 
how successful he'd become - and were delighted to find 
out that they each owned one-of-a-kind pieces. He 
agreed to make some special pieces for the council and 
of course for Willow. Faith just wanted to know if he'd 
share the wealth, but he just laughed at her knowing she 
had everything she needed. He enjoyed having the 
stuffing hugged out of him by the girls and a warm hand 
clasp from Giles. They broke-up after breakfast everyone 
packing and getting ready to head out. Xander hadn't 
seen Spike yet, but knew he'd show up sooner or later.  

 
~*~*~*~*~  

 
While Xander was getting reacquainted with the gang, 
Spike was rousting Angel out of his den. Angel was sitting 
behind his old desk, book in his hands but gazing off into 
the distance, obviously in full brooding mode. "What's up 
Angelcakes?" Lorne's nicknames for Angel always 
cracked him up. Angel sighed, he hadn't heard Spike 



approaching but he wasn't really surprised. He'd been 
expecting Spike to corner him during this visit sooner or 
later.  
 
 
"Spike," Angel looked at him, he looked good. Of course 
Spike had always been attractive, almost too pretty as 
William but as Spike he was truly striking. He looked 
more relaxed and secure in himself than Angel had ever 
seen him. Not the primping, swaggering vamp covering 
up his insecurities behind his violence. No he was secure 
because he was loved and wanted: something Angel 
would never have. Buffy had loved his souled half but 
would never have accepted the demon. Even with Angel 
and Angelus mostly merged and soul permanently 
attached, Angel didn't know anyone who appreciated 
him for all that he was. He wasn't attracted to other 
vampires, and he didn't care for women chasing after 
him for Wolfram & Hart's position of power or the 
money. He still shivered with disgust at the thought of 
what happened between him and Eve. So he was guilty 
of brooding, he figured he had plenty to brood about.  
 
Spike waited patiently for more from Angel, but Angel 
seemed too lost in his own thoughts. "I can hear your 
thoughts rattling from here you know."  



 
Angel grimaced, apparently his private brooding was 
carrying over into his everyday life. "Just thinking about 
you, about things. Just realizing how jealous I am of you 
and Xander. Just thinking about the way things might 
have been."  
 
Spike tilted his head looking at the man who'd helped 
him survive at the beginning of his undead life. 
"Sometimes Angel you're so busy looking at the past, 
that you don't see what's right in front you." Spike 
looked away lighting up a cigarette, thinking about the 
longing looks that Wesley had directed at the big 
lummox. "Just wanted to say see you later and thanks for 
being good to Xan." Angel didn't respond right away, 
"You know I'm only a phone call and two hours away; an 
hour if I drive the way I like to."  
 
"It's just . . . I was getting used to having you around 
again. Someone who really understood everything and 
who I could really talk to. Even about the not so good old 
days. I'll miss having you near me, getting to see you 
every day. Even if you are snarky, impetuous, rude, 
crude, sneaky, violent . . . "  
 
Spike held up the palm of his hand, "Nice to know you 



appreciate the real me but you can stop now." He 
grinned at Angel. "Glad to know you love me, you bloody 
ponce."  
 
Angel got up from his desk and approached him. "Spike . 
. . , I do lu . . . uhm, really like you, take care of yourself, 
take care of Xander."  
 
Spike looked at Angel wondering whether he had 
abandonment issues as powerful as Spike did. "You know 
I'm going to come back for you if you need me. I love 
Xander, but I lo..uhm, really like you too. Xander 
understands and he wants me to be and do everything I 
care to be. He's my dream man, my once in a lifetime, 
even if I live a dozen lifetimes." Spike smiled thinking of 
Xander only to rapidly spin around at the sound of 
gunshots being fired in the lobby.  
 
The two vamps moved as one, in full game face, speeding 
so rapidly that if anyone had been there to see them, 
they would have been seen as a blur. They could scent 
blood before they reached the lobby, both of them 
panicking at the thought of one of their people being 
hurt. 
 
They arrived to see Willow kneeling on the floor with 



Wesley's head in her lap. Buffy was crouched down 
putting pressure on his shoulder. Xander was standing 
with a strange man's hand twisted around in the air and 
one steel toed boot firmly planted on the back of his 
prisoner's knee. A gun was on the other side of the floor 
with Dawn standing in front of it hands clenched 
together. Faith was digging through their large first-aide 
kit obviously looking for bandages. The two vamps 
exchanged glances and changed back to their human 
aspects.  
 
Spike went to Xander to take a look a his captive, 
grinning with pride that after only a few lessons Xander 
had managed to disarm and immobilize this fool. Angel 
headed for Wesley, swearing under his breath.  
 
Faith was razzing Wes, "Damn boy, can't you ever learn 
to duck, look at you, you've had your neck cut, been 
stabbed in the belly with swords, had shotgun blasts to 
the chest and abdomen and now a pistol shot to the 
shoulder. You're never gonna a be a cover-girl, I'll tell you 
that." Faith was busy cleaning, packing and wrapping the 
wound, even as she bitched at him.  
 
"Didn't ever really think I'd make it as a cover-girl," Wes 
gasped out.  



 
"How is he Faith."  
 
"He'll live, he needs it cleaned out better at the hospital 
and probably needs sutures. Angel man you gotta take 
better care of your man. I mean look at him - he's a mess. 
He's a light weight, tight muscled hunk but still he's a 
mess."  
 
Angel blinked stunned, 'my man?'. Wes now had his eyes 
closed and somehow managed to be both pale and 
flushed at the same, biting down on his lip. Willow and 
Faith helped him sit-up and Wes took a chance and 
opened his eyes to look at Angel. He swallowed as his 
eyes met Angel's.  
 
Angel felt his non-beating heart flip in his chest. Wes was 
looking at him with fear and longing. What had Spike 
said? 'That he didn't see what was right in front of him?' 
Wes, Wesley, Wes, knew everything about him, had seen 
him at his worst and still really saw 'him'. When had this 
happened? They had every reason to dislike each other, 
and every reason to respect the each other too. The idea 
that Wes might 'like', like him dazed him. He swallowed, 
took an un-necessary breath then leaned down and 
picked Wesley up. "Come on, I'm taking you the 



hospital." 
 
"But Angel, it's daylight." Wes protested.  
 
Angel grinned, "That's what money is for, having cars 
that are vamp proofed. Besides there aren't any windows 
in the ER."  
 
They stopped to look at Spike and Xander. Xander had 
handcuffed the man to a convenient banister. Angel was 
sure he really didn't want to know how or why Spike and 
Xander had just happened to have a pair of handcuffs 
handy. Spike was leaning with his elbow against Xander 
smoking, grinning and so obviously proud of his human. 
Xander seemed amused at Spike's antics and was toeing 
the man on floor, trying to get a name out of him.  
 
Buffy had washed up and was now calling the police. 
Angel could hear her telling them to pick-up the gunman, 
and that the victim was being driven to the hospital. 
Spike walked up to Angel. "Well it's been a real blast 
Angel, but the boy and I are headed home. Take better 
care of your own boy. We like Wesley, and would rather 
see him in one piece."  
 
Xander was looking carefully at Wes, but then grinned up 



at Angel apparently seeing something that reassured 
him. "I'd shake both your hands but I can see you're in a 
hurry. I'm glad I had the chance to know you both again. 
Wes you're welcome to come to my place anytime, I'll be 
glad to share my library with you - Angel that includes 
you. When you want to get away from all this, please 
come see us. Both of us will be glad to see any of you. 
I've got several guest rooms and can make room for all of 
you. Take care of each other." He included the girls with 
his smile.  
 
After helping Angel get Wes in the car, Xander went up 
to get their few bags. Spike flicked his cigarette ashes at 
their prisoner and hugged Willow and Dawn good-bye. 
He gruffly repeated Xander's invitation, making sure 
these two at least knew they were wanted. Once Xander 
was down with the luggage, all of them walked out to the 
car. They watched as the boys drove out of sight toward 
home.  

 
 

The End  

 


